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ABSTRSCT 

Adapting the aesthetic concept of the sublime? I argue that sublimity is an 

inherent feature of the szrbjecr in process. Not a staric entity. the subject is 

formed from a perpetual cycle of translation behveen the body's semiotic 

product and the discourses which mould subjectivih and socieh. -4 

sublime moment of blockage occurs when the subject is unable to 

translate his. her bod& semrusis into the consrnming discozirsrs. This 

disruption of subjecti~lty in process cm open a subversive gap in the 

discourse, creating the potential for a discursive shifi. 1 demonstrate this 

process of disruption in German author Chnsta Wolf s novel riass~ndru 

and Québécois author Nicole Brossard's now1 Le D 2 . w ~  rnuzn-c.. In both 

of these novels the sublime experience is revealed as a moment in which 

the teleologïcal nature of phallogocentric discourse is undemined. 

Ke>words: Sublime, feminism: poststructuralism. Cixous, In'garay. 

Kristeva. Christa Wolf, Nicole Brossard. 
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Introduction: 

The seedc for rhis p j e c ?  were ~uidoubted!!. plamed sever-! ye2rs 2 9  duriog rn! 

snidies 2t the University of ûttava. Majorkg in !in~uictics, a discipline predicated on 

establiching the !irnits of language. I was micnated by the mathematical and narrow 

approach to Our object of study. My fnistration ultimately inspired my move into a 

different field - Comparative Literature - n-here I felt that 1 rvould be fiee from such a 

dogmatic neatment of lan-uage and where I believed that 1 could explore other aspects 

of humanih While I am non. cenainiy fiee from the penls of syntactic nees. I have 

realized throughout the process of wn'ting this thesis that 1 have not escaped my own 

attraction to the questions which surround lanyage and its place in our lives: I have 

also, however. realized that my disappointment with linguistics was caused by the 

discipline's lack of interest in what la!. beyond language. an area which I find endlessly 

fascinating and provocative. Not surprisingly. this relationship between the linguistic 

and the extralinguistic is the central thematic of my work presented here. 

In order to tease out sorne of the possibilities of this relationship. I examine hvo 

dive-nt discourses which explore the potentials of the nonlinguistic or unrepresentable 

in Chapter One. On the one hanci, the work of the French feminists Hélène Cixous and 

Luce Irigaray contends that women are excluded from the masculine realm of langage. 

and as such embody the unrepresentable. Critics of Cixous and Irigaray argue that, as the 

unrepresentable, women have no possibility of escaping from the domination of 
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masculine lanpge, langzîge with which we are, regardless of our gender, forced to 

cornmunicate. On the other hand philosophers who theorize the nvo thousand year-old 

aesthetic concept of the sublime suggest that the sublime is the subject's encounter with 

an unrepresentablr object which is estemal and available for the subject to conquer 

(represent) wl.irh herhs  rationality. Ferninisi thinken argue that the sublime is a 

masculinist mode which reduplicates the oppression of women. Reconciling these 

disparate views, 1 argue that subjectivity is composed (echoing the theoc of Julia 

Kristeva) of two semiotic forces: on the one hand. the semiosis produced by the body 

which is extralinguistic and, on the other, the semiosis of social consrrucring dzscourses 

which is linguistic. 1 believe that these nvo forces are linked by a process of translation 

through which new semantic material cm be incorporated into the consrrucring 

hcoiirse.r of socie~..  A moment of sublimih- occurs when this translation process fails 

and the subject is unablr to translate herhis semiotic product into discourse. Sublimity 

1s thus interna1 to the subject. Ultimately able to translate this new semiotic matenal. the 

subject subsequently experiences a shifi in discursive alliances. This new semiotic 

material produced bp the boày thus has the power to dislocate momentarily the subject- 

forming process. 

This process is exemplified, 1 believe. in nvo contemporary novels: Chnsta 

Wolf s Kassandra and Nicole Brossard's Le Désert mauve. Wolf s novel, an 

intertesnial dialogue with Aeschylus's tragedy Agamemnon; demonstrates the cycle of 

translation which forms subjectivity and the discursive shifts which arise fiom an 

esperience with the sublime. 1 discuss my reading of KassanJra in Chapter Two. Like 
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Wolf  s novel. Brossard's Le Désert mauve illustrates how a Iogocentrk discourse, in this 

case a discoune of the apocalypse. is subverted bu the powers of botii& semrosis. As a 

novel which disrupts totalizing endings, Le Désert mauve. subject of my third chapter. is 

an appropriate topic to conclude rny examination of the potentials of the extralinguistic 

within subjechvih. 

Although 1 would not want to erase those formative years in Ottawa_ I hope that I 

have, in this thesis, uncovered the wonderful and endless possibilities of words and 

language. Without an open and fluid understanding of langage Iike the one which I 

have espoused, we de-, 1 believe, the creatïve potentials and powen of hurnanity. 



Chapter One: 

Burke's Eye: 
The Sublime Subject and the Subjective Sublime 

"Where is she?" Hélène Cisous asked us in her 1975 rssay "Sonirs" (559).' 

Cixous-s questioq vague and arnbiguous. cames with it the central problematics of late 

twentieth-centun feminist criticisrn. problematics which. not surptïsingly, affect and 

shape the explorations presented in this thesis. The question word "where,'- for instance, 

implies a locatable position for -'she,'- (the pronoun refers presumabl?; to "woman'-): 

however, Cixous's choice of an interrogative suggests that this position is not 

immediately visible or apprehensible in an- investigation. Indeed. by beginning her 

essay with a question, Cixous leaves open the possibility that the question is 

unanswerable. Embedded in the interrogative S t r u C N e  are two equally likely outcornes: 

"she" is located or '-she" is not located, or locatabie. 

Furthemore. the copula verb '-to be." inflected here as '%_" opens up an 

important line of ontological inquiry. Implyng presence, the use of the copula in the 

question forces us to ask if "she" can really "be". Can --she" exisr according to an 

ontology dominated by phallogocentric thought or musr we posit, as Cixous's 

Although Cixous rejects the label "feminist theorist," claiming "1 am not a feminist" 
( "Ermetien" 482) and '-1 do not have to produce theoq'- (Conley 157)- I will henceforth 
refer to her as a French feminist. As a writer interested in the abstract issues surrounding 
gender, she certainly corresponds to my definition of "feminist" (one who is interested in - 
the place of women in society) and "theonst" (a writer who engages the abstract 
structures of our society). 



conternporary Luce [rigaray does, that "La femme, comme telle, ne serait pas. 

N'existerait pas. si ce n'est sur le mode dupas encore (,de 1'5tre)" (Specuhm 207). The 

copula moreover, sugests a connection. an equation between -.where" - a position - 

and '-shed - potentially a subject. Is "she" therefore a position. a place in herseif? Does 

her position in fact define and circumscribe her being? 

Finally. the pronoun without antecedent - the '*she" - provides Cisous's question 

with a potentially unresolvable ambigity. In a style reminiscent of Flaubert Cixous 

defies grammatical niles and prefen to allow the reader to find herihis oun antecedent 

for the pronoun. This is an appropriate deferral of meanin; at a time when many 

thinkers are seeking the antecedent for the ferninine third person pronoun. Does 'Ihe" 

correspond to '-woman", and does "woman" correspond to some corporeal referent 

outside of a signifjïing system? By using the ambiguous pronoun. Cisous explicitl- calls 

into question the relationship between the signifier and signified and implicitly she 

challenges the c o ~ e c t i o n  benveen the sign and the referent. 

In this %enniry of the sign" it is fiaing to seek answen to these questions in the 

realm of the linguistic si-. Following the major trend of poststructuralist thought I 

assume that there is an intricate and intimate relationship between the subject, both male 

and fernale. and langage. As the work of French philosophes such as Jacques Lacan 

and Michel Foucault has demonstrated, our linguistic si=gini-ng -stem is inte_mal in the 

constitution of our subjectivity. Lacan. for instance: argues that an individual's 

subjectivity is established when s/he successfully completes the "Mirror stage" during 

young childhood. While looking at hirn-;herseIf in the mirror, the child l e m s  the value 
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of "sigs": the image she sees in the rnirror stands for, the child understands, the "real" 

self which is viewing the image in the mirror. Signifier and signified are separated. 

comprising an important step towards the formation of the 1, or an ego (Lacan? "The 

Mirror Stage" 2 ). Michel Foucault similarly contends (albeit not in psychoanalytic or 

ontogenetic tems) that the subject is shaped in and by discoune. For Foucault nothins 

resides outside of the reaim of discourse: even the appearance of an em-discursive 

immanent subjectivity is an effect produced by discoune iwlf 

At roughly the same time that these philosophies of the subject were being 

developed and discussed, the second phase of feminist activity, as Julia Kristeva calls it, 

was engaging the --dyamics of signs" (Knsteva. --Women's Tirne'- 194).' Feminist 

critickm in both Anglo-Arnerican and French circles explored the uneasy relationship 

between the female subject and lan-a-. While Anglo-American feminist scholars 

concentrated on the sexism apparent at the performative level of lan,wge (Gilbert and 

Gubar 5 1 8)' French scholars such as Cixous and Ingara? sou&t to expose the inherently 

masculine nature of the structure of language and philosophical thought - an endeavour 

prompted by Lacan's open admissions that lan-wge \ a s  phallogocenrric and women 

functioned only as "Ohers" in the Svmbolic Order. 

Following Freud, who assened that his understanding of female sexuaiih' was 

"unbefiiedigend, lücken- und schattenhaft'' ("Untergang" 30), and Lacan, who claimed 

"La femme n'existe pas" ("La femme" MO), Cixous and Irigaray position wornen outside 

Wherever possible, 1 have used the original German or French in quotations. In some 
cases, however. the original version of certain works was not readily available. This 
article by Knsteva is one such instance. 
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the realm of ianguage (or what Lacan calls the Svrnbolic Order); unlike Freud and Lacan, 

however, the- value this ourside position. assening that the espression of this esra- 

Symbolic femininity in subversive foms would undermine the dominant position of 

patriarchy in our sociey. Cisous's and Irigaray's ideas are not easily reconciled with 

philosophies which contend that langage is the materiai from which al1 subjectivï~ is 

constituted. This theoretical impasse begs the question: v e n  the uncornfortable nature 

of the relationship between langage and the female subject (whether it be merely unease 

with patriarchal discourse or categorical esclusion from the Smbolic Order). (how) can 

we postulate a discursively consmicted subject who challenges the very matenal of 

herhis construction? 

Underlying this formidable question are several equaily intimidating ones. 

Rehiniing to the questions implicit in Cixous's opening interrogative, it is now possible 

to rephrase them in postsmicwalist teminolog. We must ask. following Cisous: How 

does language discriminate between men and women? Does lang-e find its gender 

differences in physical sesual differences? If sol does this confine language to a 

representational mode and secure the existence of a "reai" referent? If women are 

escluded from the $mbolic Order and en- into the $vnholic Ordrr is equated with 

ascent to subjectivity, where can wornen find their "positionsœ' as subjects? Can a 

woman "be'- if "being" is only defined by a relationship to language or a "position" 

within Ianguage? If women are outside of the "Syrnbolic Order,-' what exactly does this 

outside look like: and what hnd of relationship does this '-ourside" have with the 

"inside" of our signifjring synem? 1s it possible that other phenomena (?), beings (?), 
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experiences (?) besides women are alienated by lan2page and are Ieft to survive in this 

non-linguistic wilderness? 

These questions form the background for my thesis. As it would take several 

theses (and probably decades) to explore these questions properly. 1 will concentrate on 

oniy three lines of inquiry expiicitly in this thesis: however. I believe that the above 

questions are never far fiom the surface of my study . I am not particularly interested in 

finding "mie" solutions to the philosophical problems at hand: to assume that 1 could do 

so would be vain overly ambitious. and antithehcal to al1 that feminist cnticism has 

taught us. Instead 1 would like to examine how in lirerature - a fomi of expression in 

which the medium is lanagage - the relationship benveen the female subject and 

language is described and problematized. Intnnsically connected to this first question is 

the second area which I intend to explore: how is the female subject's relationship to 

what is beyond language articulated? In order to elucidate this relationship. 1 wiI1 invoke 

a traditional masculinist discourse which explores the subject's relationship with the 

unrepresentable. The aesthetic concept of the sublime, from its first description by 

Longinus to the multitude of twentieth-century analyses. has always been connected to 

the limitations of hurnan expression and understanding. If ~vornen are outside the 

Svmbolic Order as Lacan suggests, are they equatable with sublimity? Moreover, if 

women are the unrepresentable themselves. how do they experience the sublime: an 

aesthetic experience which relies on a clear distinction between a knowable and 

howledgeable subject and a sublime object? This will be the third focus of my thesis. 

For the purposes of this inquiry, I have chosen two novels, both written during the 



1980s, a time during which questions of language and subjectivity were active- 

discussed. C h s t a  Wolf s Kassandra, and Nicole Brossard's Lcl Désert rnaznTe are both 

considered to represent écriture féminine, a type of experimental writing (in other words, 

witing which consciously defies the rraditional forms of the novel) inspired bu Cixous's 

cal1 to women to defi the Synbolzc Order and to express their previously unexpressed 

sexuality in lantguage. These novels e'cplicitly engage the relationship of wrornen to 

language and to the non-lin-~stic at the leve! of both form and content. Wntten in 

different Ian_guages and cultures German and Québécois respectively). thesr novels 

offer important responses to Cixous's fundamental question. 

Feminism, the dynamics of signs, and the unrepresentable 

In her essay "Sorties" Cixous attempts to answer her own question. "She isn't," 

Cixous tells us, '-thex where she is .... She is in the shadow. In the shadow he throws on 

her. the shadow she is" ("Sorties" 564-5). Women are placed in the shadow: according 

to Cixous. by the very srructures of Westem thought, which. constructeci in the $vmbolic 

Order, mimics male libidinal economy. Womeds oppression, in other words, begins at 

the most fundamental level of thought. Westem thought is organized Cixous argues 

(following Demda), in pairs: " E v e ~ h e r e  (where) ordering intervenes, where a Iaw 

organizes what is thinkable by opposition (dual, irreconcilable; or sublatabie, 
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dialectical). And ail of these pain of oppositions are couples" ("Sorties" 560). ' Cixous 

asks: 

Does that mean somediingl 1s the fact that Logocentrism subjects thought 
-- al1 concepts. codes and values - to a binary system, related to "the" 
couple ... ? Theory of culture, theory of socieîy, synbolic systems in 
jeneral - a* religion, family, lan3gnge - it is d l  developed while 
bringing the same schemes to light. And the movement wherebx each 
opposition is set up to make sense is the movement through which the 
couple is destroyed. A universal banlefield. Each tirne, a war is let loose. 
Death is always at work ... We see that '-victory" al-s cornes down to 
the same thing: things g t  hierarchical. Organization by herarchy makes 
conceptual organization subject to man. (%orties*' 560) 

Woman - '-sh<'- cannot' according to Cisous. be located in any of these oppositions 

because these oppositions are in themselves tools used to promote "the subordination of 

the ferninine to the masculine order" ('-Sorties" 562). In order to escape fiom the 

confines of this oppressive dialectical thinking, Cixous proposes that women learn 10 

express themselves ana their previously inesprrssiblc scsuality in writing: --Il faut que la 

femme s'écrive, que la femme écrive de la femme et fasse venir les femmes à l'écriture, 

dont elles ont été éloipées aussi violemment qu'elles l'ont été de leurs corps: pour les 

mêmes raisons, par la même loi, dans le même but mortel-' ("Le Rire'' 39). Cixous's 

Moi claims that Cixous is "heavily indebted to Jacques Derrida's work" ( 104). She 
reads Cixous's witing as a "forcefid ferninist" misreading of Derrida. in which Cixous 
contradicrs the central tenet of Derridean theory: "Cixous's theory is ndded with 
contradictions: every time a Demdean idea is evoked, it is opposed and undercut by a 
vision of woman's writing steeped in the vep metaphysics of presence she claims she is 
out to unmask'? (1 10). As Parnela Banting points out, in her reading of Cixous Moi 
commits several of the same mistalies with which she charges Cixous. She posits 
Derrida's work as an "original," an implicitly essentialist assurnption about the primacy 
of certain te& (Banting 225). While the intertexnial connections between ~~~~~~~s 
w-iting and Demdean theory are important and these connections would undoubtedly be 
a fniitful area of investigation, they are beyond the scope of this thesis. 



écriture féminine has the potential, she believes. to dismpt and subvert the masculine 

domination cncoded in the S~~mbolic Order. The S~mbolic Order. through its 

phallogocentric construction, excludes the possibility of expressing female sexuality and 

in particular female jozrissaitce (a concept introduced bu Jacques Lacan to describe the 

mystenous nature of female sexuality); and it is precisely at the site of this jouissance 

where Cisous inscribes sexual difference and the subversive power of écrirzrre-fémrnrne. 

Like Cixous, Luce Irigamy anges that wornan is not present in the dominant 

structures of Western thought: she is "la tache aveugle d'un vieai rêve de synétne" 

(Speadum 7). Examinine the philosophies of some of the major Q w e s  in Western 

culture such as Freud. Kant, Descaries' and Plato. kigaray daims that Western theories 

of representation and subjectivity reflect a "périodicité immuable d u  même" (Speculum 

332). This drive towards '-Sarneness" requires. according to Irigaray. the demarcation 

and separaiion of the different - women are considered the different - so that the 

-'Same" can find its coherence and dominion over threatening dterity. She w-ites: 

Cette domination du logos philosophique vient, pour une bonne p a  de 
son pouvoir de réduire tout autre dans I ëconornre du Même. Le projet 
téléologiquement consmicteu. qu'il se donne est toujours aussi un projet 
de détournement, de dévoiement, de réduction, de l'autre dans te Même. 
Et. dans sa plus grande géneralité peut-être, défacernent de la d~flérence 
des sexes dans les systèmes auto-représentatifs d'un 'sujet masculin." (Ce 
sexe 72; emphasis hers) 

In order to create this illusion of "Sameness," woman is interpreted as an absence. a lack, 

a Iittle boy, as Freud would put if who has suffered an incalculable Ioss of the penis: she 

is reduced to a deficient man. whose deficiency is necessary to support the inregris of 

the reai male subject. 



Irigaray suggests that by fl aunting their alterity: women have the opportuni')l to 

expose the limitations of the S~mbolrc Order: 

La femme o des s a e s  su peupartout. Elle jouit d'un peu partout. Sans 
parler même de l'hystérisation de tout son corps. la géographie de son 
plaisir est bien plus diversifiée. multiple dans ses différences, complexe. 
subtile, qu'on ne 1 'imagine . .. dans un imaginaire un peu trop centré sur le 
même. 

"Elle" est indéfiniment autre en elle-mème. De là vient sans doute 
qu'on la dit fantasque, incompréhensible. agitee. capricieuse.. . . Sans aller 
jusqu'à évoquer son langage. oii "elle" part dans tous les sens sans qu'il y 
repère la cohérence d-aucun sens. i C'C sexe 78; emphasis hers ) 

Irigaray appeals to women to liberate this radical incoherence of the feminine imagina-. 

W e n  articulated in lan-gage, female jouissuncr. which Lacan adrnitted could not be 

expressed in a Symholic Order teleologically constnicted to echo male libidinal 

economy. uill have a powehl  disruptive sffect according to Irigaray. Sounding very 

much like Cixous' irigaray uses women to express '-ce sexe qui n'en est pas un": 

Mettre tout sens dessous dessus, derriére devant, en bas en haut. Le 
con~ulsiomer radicalement, y reporter, ré-imponer.. . . Insister aussi et 
délibérément sur ces blancs du discours qui rappellent les lieus de son 
exclusion, espacements qui assurent de leur plasticité silencieuse la 
cohésion, l'articulation, l'expansion cohérente des formes établies.. . . 
Bouleverser la s!ntaxe_ en suspendant son ordre toujours téléologique. par 
des ruptures de fils, des coupures de courant.. .. (Speculum 1 76-7) 

The work of Cixous and Irigaray has been challenged for what critics believe to 

be nvo intrinsic and conspicuous shortcomings. First, many critics have often loudly 

complained that when Cixous and Irigaray suggest that women rebel against the 

Svmbolzc Order by espressing their femininity in a new form of witing, these French 

thinken are in fact promoting an essentialism which, although now reversed to expose 

femininity in a positive light, is still as damaging as the essentialism used to oppress 
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women for centuries. As Helene Wenzel w-ites, Cixous's écriture fémlnine 

"apotheosizes some imate essence thar is woman. ... I t  emerges as a thesis dismally 

congruent with any theoretical consideration of woman based on biologicai destin-" 

(266.269). Cecile Lindsay sirnilarly argues that Cixous's "witings seem 

ovenvhelmingly to define female subjectivity through what are presented as universal, 

biological givens" (52) .  In comparable terms. Parnela McCallum negativzi y describes 

the "textually fervent biologistic mysticism" ( 13 1 ) displayed in the French feminist 

witings: Am Rosalind Jones disparages Cisous's apparent supposition of "an innate: 

pre-cultural femininity" (255); Elaine Showalter labels Cixous-s and Irigaray-s work as 

"biological criticism" ( "Feminist cnticism-'185); and Toril Moi argues that Irigaray-s 

theory -'lapses into a form of es~entialism'~ ( 143). 

Second. several critics have pointed out that by theorizing an ~crirzcrefbrnrnirte 

which attempü to subvert the phallogocentric Srmboiic Order. Cixous and Irigaray are 

in fact reinforcing the very bin- oppositions which the- intend to undermine. Lindsay 

writes. "man is niIl the determining referent of the system. whose logc of binary 

opposition remains intact" (53). Like Lindsay. French w-iter and theorist Monique 

Wittig faults her contemporary Irigaray for solidimng the binary between masculine and 

feminine and for mystivng the notion of wornan (Butler, Gender Troubk 26); and Toril 

Moi warns that "Cixous seems in danger of playing directly into the han& of the vev 

pahiarchal ideolo- which she denounces" (123) and that "Irigaray's 'woman' is a 

product of the same patriarchal logic" (1 45). 

Defenders of Cixous and Irigaray rnaintain that the above cnticisms represent a 
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fundamental misreading of their argument. In her article "Plus corps donc plus écriture" 

Barbara Freeman conrends that those crirics who charge Cixous with essentialism are in 

fact once again reinforcing a masculinist b i n q  opposition damaging to wornen: "Tm 

man' of Cixous' cntics have read ber through a peculiarly masculinist perspective in that 

th- do not question but actually reinscribe the very presupposition Cixous interrogates: 

that of a b i n -  division behveen matter and form. body and mina or ses and te=" ('-Plus 

corps" 6 1). This binary opposition is reinforced, according to Freeman, by the critics' 

quick assurnption that Cisous's discussion of the body refen to an estratexmal 

corporeality. To assume that Irigaray and Cixous's depiction of écriture fémznrne 

depends on an essential woman is to assume that language functions in a purelp 

referential mode as Pamela Banting points out (228 j. Cixous's description of the female 

body as "I'Crogénéité de l'hétérogène" ("Le Rtre" 5 1 ) or Irigaray's depiction of the 

woman as having "des sexes un peu partout" (Ce sexe 28) can only be tinked to a 

pretextual body if their language is understood as referential? a quality which both Cixous 

and Irigaray try to undermine with their opaque; contradictocy, and rnetaphonc language. 

Freeman argues that for Cixous "the feminine body exists neither prior to 

language nor in some essential fo m.... The body is no more the gound of wornen's 

writing than writing is the ground of the body .... There is no anatomy outside the text? but 

also there is no (feminine) text outside anatomy" (62,631. Cixous, with her theory of 

"écriture ferninine.'- posits neither an absolute theon. of socially-constructed femininity, 

nor an essentialist conception of the female body and femininity. Instead, Freeman 

explains, Cixous suggests that discmively inscribed anatomy and sesually inscribed 
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textuaIity are linked to each other: they are in a circula, productive relationship in which 

there is no resolution or sublation. The body is a product just as it is a source: and the 

t e s  is likewise a source just as much as it is a product. 

Pamela Banting t a k s  Freeman's argument one step further. Like Freeman- she 

believes that accusations of essentialism are reductive misreadings of Cixous's writing. 

Banting. however. elaborates on Freeman's ar-ment that Cixous attempts to overcome 

restrictive binary notions of textuality and sexuality. For Banting, Cixous's project is '30 

si- the body back into semiosis, fiom which it had been esiisd by dualist metaphysical 

philosophies and theories of representation" (228). She proposes that Cixous views the 

body. in particular the hystericai body, as a pictogram and that icrrrirre~~n~rnrne is a 

"translation between language and corporealitf- (23 1 ). The hysteric who maps her boay 

nith pain and disabilic- is, according to Banting. engging in a process of --intersemiotic 

translation" (3361, a term used by Roman Jakobson to designate the translation of verbal 

s i 9  syterns into non-verbal sign systems (Banting 270). The practice of icrrrure 

féminine is a process sirnilar to the intersemiotic translation: '-in the sarne way that 

hysteria translates between the vernacular and the body? écriture-ftmrninc uses the 

vemacular - that is, patriarchal discourse - as its source text" (236).  Écriturefiminine, 

in other words, adapts the intersemiotic translation process used by the hystenc: the 

body, with its own semiotic capabilities, is îranslated through patriarchal dis course^ 

modifying that discoune to alter the boundaries which have excluded wornen. 

This translation of the femaie body as inscribed by patnarchal discourse into 

écrriure fémrnrne is not based on the economy of transiation which desires an "accurate" 



reproduction of the source tea: it does not aim for a representarive version of an original 

source ten. Rather. it is a process wherein both the meaning which is lost and the 

meaning which is gained are celebrated. Ecrirure féminine is an "interlanguage** (a term 

used to describe the lan-gage spoken by a second lm-gage leamer) which is neither the 

source language nor the target 1a.n-mrage. Furthemore, it is nor restncted to a single 

source language: or to a single target lanyage: '-the translation poetics of icrtrzrre 

féminine involves changing more than a single letter. Such writing calls for us to chang 

[an-age; to trespass behveen different discourses. languages and semiotic systems: and 

to tqi other tongues" (240). 

Cntics such as Naomi Schor and Jane Gallop echo Freeman and Banting in 

defending lrigaray against the accusations of essentialism. Schor, for instance, writes: 

But because of the red fias iwhen it is not a red herring, of essentialism. 
the question of Lngarafs mater-ialism is never really addressed. It is as 
though certain feminists were more cornfortable evacuating the body fiom 
the precincts of hi& theory - thereby, of course, reinforcing the very 
hierarchirs they would dismantle - than carefully separating out what 
belongs to the body and what to the world of matter. (50) 

L i h  Freernan and Banting, Gallop argues that Irigaray does not see the body as a pre- 

textual source of expression: "Irigarayan poetics of the body is not an expression of the 

body but a poetics, a creation of the body" (94). Because of the sirnilarities between 

C isous 's and Irigaray 's work - in both the negative and positive mis)readings -- it is 

possible to extend Banting's theory of translation and its conceptualization of écriture 

f&m~nme to elucidate Irigaray's theoretical understanding of the relationship behveen the 

body and textuality However, Irigaray's work, although simiiar to Cixous's, articulates 
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with more precision the hdamental structure of Iogocentric representation in Western 

philosophy: and this articulation. in the light of Banting3 theon; which dealt alrnost 

exclusively with a reading of Cixous3 work raises some important questions about the 

process of translation encoded in écriture~fémrnine. 

In her two mono_paphs Speculwn de 2 'autrefemme and Ce sexe qui n 'en est pas 

zrn, Irigaray very thorouehly invenigates the mascuiinist economy of representation. 

which, she daims, is dependent on the notion of woman. For Irigaray, woman is 

explicitly outside of the phallogocentric representation. She is --inter-dit": "Le féminin 

étant dès lors a déchiffrer comme interdit: dans les signes ou entre eus, entre des 

.- 
significations réalisées. entre les lignes .... (Sp~.cuizïrn 20). This position beyond 

representation is a prized and coveted one in Irigaray's writing. 

However. if a non-representational economy of language is a characteristic of 

écriture féminine as Freeman and Banting daim, then within this econorny woman could 

no longer daim her coveted position as the unrepresentable. If woman is no longer the 

unrepresentable because there is no linguistic representation, where does this l a v e  

women (and the male subject whose subjectivity, according to Irigaray. depends on the 

representational econorny of thought) with respect to that which lies outside of lanpge?  

Indeed can there be anything lefi outside of language if it is disengaged fkom i ts 

representational function? Banting acknowledgs that in the process of translation, 

semantic material is both lost and gained (739): but she does not analyse the nature of 

this lost and gained material' or what the significance of this shifi in boundary between 

the linmistic and the non-linguistic is, quesrions which I believe to be crucial for a full? 
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developed understanding of the possible relationship between sexuality and textuaiity 

alluded to in Cisous's and Irigaray-s work. 

Lmking for the sublime 

The questions of the unrepresentable and the subject's relationship to the 

unrepresentabIe shape another philosophicai discoune in a vocabulaxy not distant fiom 

Irigaray-s and Cixous's description of fernininie. Tneir description of woman as 

infinitely plural and unrepresentable echoes Western philosophy's elaboration of the 

aesthetic concept of the sublime. a discourse w h c h  as 1 ni11 later discuss. is ironically 

identified as phallogocentric. When Cixous writes, "on ne peut parler d'une sexualité 

féminine. uniforme, homogène. à parcours codable? pas plus que d'un inconscient 

semblable. L'imaginaire des femmes est inépuisable" ("Le Rire" 39), and Irigaray daims 

that woman is "hors scene: hors représentation. hors jeu- hors je" (Speculum 20.1 and 

"indéfinie. in-finie. la forme ne s'y achève pas" (Speculum 2841, their words mirror those 

of the canonical theorists of the sublime Edmund Burke and Irnmanuei Kant. 

For both Burke and Kant, an encounter with the infinite is the source of a sublime 

experience for the subject. Burke explains that "infinity has a tendency to fil1 the mind 

with that sort of delightful homor, which is the most genuine effect, and truest test of  the 

sublime" ( 129). In his "Anal~tik des Erhabenen" Kant categorizes the subject's 

experience with the infinite as the 'Mathernatisch-Erhabenen" (9 1 ). one of only two 

hyes of sublimity in Kant's analysis (the other being the "Dynamisch-Erhabenen-' [105]). 
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He argues "das Erhabene ist dagegen auch an einem formlosen Gegenstande ru finden 

sofem Unbe-nzdieir an ihm oder durch dessen Veranlassung vorsestellt und doch 

Totalitat derselben hinzugedacht wird" (87). Furthemore, Kant's description of those 

qualities of nature which arouse a judgement of the sublime sound ve- similar to 

Ingaray's description of  the place of women within the economy of "Sameness." Kant 

writes. '-aber in dem, was wir an ihr erhaben ni nennen pflegen kt so gar nichts. was auf 

besondere objektive Prinizipien und diesen gem* Formen der Natur firhrte' daB diese 

vielrnehr in ihrem Chaos oder in ihrer wildesten. regellosesten Unordnung und 

VenMistung . .. die Ideen des Erhabenen am meisten erregt" (89). 

Although this similarity between Cixous's and Ingray's description of femininity 

and philosophical notions of the sublime has not gone unnoticeci, it has not been 

adequately developed. Theorists of the "feminine sublime" (a concept to which I will 

later return), Patrkia Yaeger and Barbara Freeman both acknowledge a connection 

between Cixous's and Irigaray's work on the one hand and the sublime on the other 

hand Accordmg to Yaeger, Cixous and irigaray attempt to ?e-invent the sublime as a 

feminine mode - to invent. for women, a vocabulan, and ecstasy and ernpowement" 

("Toward a Feminine Sublime" 192). More specifically, Barbara Freeman argues that 

Irigaray "envisions a sublime in which the self neither possesses nor merges with the 

other but attests to a relation with if' Che Feminine Sublime 9)? Neither Freeman nor 

Freeman and Yaeger limit their discussion to Ingarayan theoty presented in S p e c d m  
and Cr sexe qui n 'en est pas un. ïhey do not refer to Irigarayan difference theory which? 
as a theory of intersubjectivitv, would be more appropriate for their aims. As 1 am not 
interested in an intersubjective sublime, 1 will leave aside the questions raised by this 
part of Irigaray's work 
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Yaeger elaborates on this connechon between Cixous, In-gray and the sublime, and in 

neglecting to do so' they miss important nuances of difference between the theones of 

écriture féminine and of the sublime. In Cixous's and In'garay's works the woman is the 

sublime objsct which threatens the rationality of the masculine subject. She does not 

experience her own subiimity. If she eventually does experience her own sublimity. as is 

suggested in the descriptions of bcrirzrrr fkmrnrnr. this is a radical depamire from 

theones of the sublime (including Freeman and Yaeger's) in which the subject 

esperiences sublirnity because of a reiationship with an incomprehensible object. 

These ovenights in Freeman and Yaeser's brief discussion of sublimity in the 

works of Cisous and Ingaray point to some of the most consistent inconsistencies 

displayed in discourses of the sublime. Not a monolithic concept, the sublime, as a two 

thousand year old aesthetic notion. has ofien blurred the boundanes benveen subject and 

object reader and -ter, and writer and subject. Despite attempts to straighten out the 

sublime inro categories reflecting its most salient rôrms (for instance. Monk 1 3 ,  it 

remains mired in its own transgressive tendencies, tendencies which 1 do not pretend that 

1 able to overcome. Nevertheless. it is possible to trace the historïcal development of the 

notion of the sublime, and perhaps, for the irnmediate purposes of this thesis. to identi- 

some of its major characteristics, a task necessa- to situate and illuminate m); account of 

the sublime. 

Fatherhood of the sublime in Western philosophy has been arbi~arily granted 

(without testing who can be sure of fatherhood?) to the Greek Dionysius Longinus, or 

pseudo-Longinus, as Samuel Monk calls the author of the treatise Peri &p.sous ( 10). 



Translated by French philosopher Boileau in 1674. Longinus's Peri Hypsotrs caught the 

attention of Boileau's contemporaries in France and England. Although the work had 

been circulating in Latin translation for a c e n w  before Boileau's French version 

appeared. it was Boileau's sdition that represented '-the tuming point of Longinus's 

reputation" (Monk 2 1). Longinus's text discusses the effects of great texts on the 

readedlistener and the qualities of the tex- which produce these effects of greamess or 

sublimity Longinus argues that "sublimity is a certain distinction and excellence in 

expression: and that it is from no other source than this that the greatest poets and \Miters 

have derived their eminence and gained an irnrnortality of renown" (76). Sublimiq, 

Longinus explains, is rhe comecting ernotional bond between the reader and the witer. 

The witer, with his inspired artistic abilitv, produces great writing (the qualities of 

~vhich? for the oreater - proportion of his te%' Longinus hies to isolate). This geat writing 

(or oratory), in turn, profoundly affects the reader and allows himher access to an 

ovenvhelming power. Longinus w-ites: 

The effect of elevated language upon an audience is not persuasion but 
transport. At every tirne and in every way imposing speech with the spell 
ir throws over us, prevails over that which aims at persuasion and 
szratification .... The influences of the sublime bring power and irresistible - 
mi& to bear. and reign supreme over every hearer.. .. Sublimity flashing 
forth at the nght moment scatters e v e w n g  before it like a thunderbolt; 
and at once displays the power of the orator in al1 its plentitude. (76) 

Longinus's treatise on the sublime is thus both a rhetorical prescription aimed at isolatmg 

the specitic qualities of the sublime expressed in words and a subjective description of 

the effects of the sublime in writlng on the readerAistener - it is. in other words. an 

experience transmitted from the writer to hisher reader. This duality pervades the 
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history of the sublime and is the site of one of its most persistent contradictions. 

With Boileau's translation. the gallicism "sublime" secured a place for itself in 

the English lanbpxge7 can-ying with it the semantic bagage from both the translated 

Greek matenal and Boileau's critica! introduction (Monk 3 1 ). Before 1674 the word 

"sublime" had been restricted to use as an adjective rneaning "physical or rnetaphorical 

height" (Monk 30): afier 1674 the word \vas inextricably linked with the burgeoning 

Iiterature on aesthetics. 

Eariy eighteenth-cenw English philosophers showed increasing interest in the 

sublime. Five editions of Longinus3 Perr Hypsous appeared in the first half of the 

century (Monk 63) and a diversi- of philosophers such as David Hume. William Smith, 

Richard H d  and Joseph Addison added their commentaries to the growing Iiteranire on 

the sublime. Monk gives Addison the credit for juxtaposing the sublime and the 

beautiful, an advancement that would serve to propel the sublime into its permanent 

place in aesthetic theon. (,and condemn it to a more phallogocentnc bina- mode1 j. It 

was not, however, until 1756 and the publication of Edmund Burke's An Enqui? into the 

Origin ofOur Ideus of'rlle Sublime md Beauf f i l  that the sublime found its most 

persistent dialectical fom. 

In his Enqurn Burke investigates the emotional response of the subject to 

beautiful and sublime objects. Burke goes beyond a simple analysis of writing style, 

examinine instead the particular effects of the proximity of sublime or beautiful objects 

on the subject. With his work, Burke moves towards a rnuch clearer division between 

subject and object. and the dialectical motion between the members of the subject-object 
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pair begins to take s e .  

According to Burke. the object is able to possess sublime characteristics (this 

distinguishes him From his follower Kant). Burke identifies the principal characteristics 

of a sublime object as obscurity (99): power ( 1 10). privations (vacuity. darkness. solitude 

and silence [1 X I ) ,  vastness ( 177), infiniteness (1 29), diff~culty ( 139), and magnificence 

( O ) .  Having identified the qualities of a sublime object. Burke focuses on the 

emotional reaction of the subject to these objects. The sublime, for Burke, provokes a 

reaction of astonishment - "that state of the souIl in which al1 its motions are suspended" 

(95)  - in the subject: 

Whatever is fitted in an- sort to excite the idea of pain, and danger: that is 
to say whatever is in any sort terrible- or is convenant about temble 
objecü, or operates in a manner analogous to terror is the source of the 
sublime; that is, it is productive of the strongest emotion which the mind 
is capable of feeling. (581 

The terror - which produces "an unnatural tension and certain violent emotions of the 

nerves" (757) - experienced by the subject is tumed to delight after the subject realizes 

that the terror will not be c h e d  to a violent end. The terror and related pain of the 

encounter with the sublime object are not "noxious"; and therefore these emotions are 

able to efect a cathartic purge of the subject's "organs" (257). 

The third member of the canonical trinity of the sublime - philosopher Immanuel 

Kant - incorporates and develops many aspects of Burke's analysis of the sublime in his 

third critique: Die Kririk der Urreilskraafi ( 1790). Inspired by Burke, whom he 

acknowledges as -'der vornehmste Verfasser ... in dieser Art der Behandlung" (1 25): Kant 

seeks to integmte a notion of the sublime into his systematic analysis of the workings of 



the human mina and îhe power of judgement which each human exercises. Like Burke, 

Kant descnbes the sublime as the relationship between an object and a perceiving 

subject. However, the subject's encounter with the sublime is, for Kanf a purely 

subjective cxperirnce which is not induced bu some inherent qualities of an object. 

Throughout his &Analytik des Erhabenen" Kant emphasizes several times that it is the 

reaction of the subject which creates an aesùietic judgement of the sublime (.94. 1 10). By 

stripping the object of any inherent sublime quaiities, Kant makes it possible for the 

subject to completelp master the encounter with the sublime and to dernonstrate "sofern 

wir der Natur in uns, und dadurch auch der Natur (sofern sie auf uns einflieBt) auDer uns 

überlegen zu sein uns b e ~ d t  werden konnenq- ( 1 10). 

According to Kant, the subject proves hisher maste- over the sublime and over 

nature with the powers of hisiher faculty of reason. Kant divides the sublime judgement 

into three stages. When confronted with a sublime object, the subject initially 

esperiences a moment of 'aegative pleasure." similar to the terror esperienced by 

Burke's subject. The subj ect endures thi s "negative pleasure" because hisiber faculty of 

imagination is faced aith an object for which i t  c m  find no representation. it is foiled bu 

the sublime object and this novel frustration produces the "negative pleasure." Afier 

unsuccessfûlly searching to find a representation for the sublime object. the subject is 

rescued fiom its dilemma by hif ier  superior faculty of reason which intervenes and 

provides the necessary a priori concepts of totality (in the case of the mathematical 

sublime) and of might (in the case of the dymnically sublime) necessary for 

representing the object at hand. Kant explains: 



Man kann das Erhabene so beschreiben: es ist ein Gegenstand (der Nam), 
dessen Vorstellung das Gemiit bestirnmt, sich die Unerreichbarlieit der 
Nam als Darsteilung von Ideen zu denken. 

Buchstablich genommen und logisch betrachtet, konnen Ideen 
nicht dargestellt werden. Aber wenn wir unser empirisches 
Vorstellungsvermogen ... fiir die hschauung der Natur enveitem so mn 
unausbleiblich die Vernudi hinzu, ais Vemogen der Independenz der 
absoluten Totalitat und bring die obzwar vergebliche Bestrebung des 
Gemuts hervor, die Vontellun; der Sinne diesen angemessen zu machen. 
( 1 14-5) 

This dialectic tension between the subject and the sublime object, with its binary 

smicme and its drive towards singular and transcendental resolution. represents the 

typicai structure which has infonned studies on the sublime in the last two centuries. 

Kant's Krttik also explicitly links the notion of the sublime with unrepresentability and 

provides a precise account of the nature of îhis unrepresentability.' Like the Kantian 

structure. this connection benveen the sublime and the unrepresentable persists in critical 

analyses of the sublime in the twentieth centuy 

The interest in the sublime. both as an aesthetic concept and as a theme to be 

explored in literature, does not wane in the early nineteenth c e n t q .  Kant's 

contemporanes such as Goethe and Schiller also develop notions of the sublime. and the 

discourse on the sublime remains one of the most salient features of  Romanticism. 

Twentieth-cenw interest in the sublime follows nvo paths: literap critics have either 

historicized and theorized the eighteenth- or nineteenth-century European explorations of 

the sublime (for instance. Monk. Albrecht, or Weiskel), or they have uncovered modified 

The unrepresentable and the sublime have been linked implicitly, I believe, since 
Longinus's treatise. It was Kant, however, who fomally analysed this aspect of the 
sublime. 
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venions of the subIime in nineteenth- and twentieth-century literature (for instance. 

Wilson. Ferguson. or Tabbi). These new manifestations of the sublime, 1 argue- have not 

radically departed fiom the Kantian analysis of the sublime experience. The sublime 

encounter is consistently descnbrd as a confrontation between the subject and an object 

which the subject cannot fully comprehend. The subject then expenences a moment of 

blockage? as Neii Hertz calls it (10). This f'ature of the sublime has remained ubiquitous 

in twentieth-centq descriptions of the sublime, including my own. However. as 

conceptions of subjectivity have changed. the resolution of the sublime moment has been 

altered accordingly . 

In Rob Wilson's -?mericm Sublime." for instance' nineteenthcentun Amencan 

pets such as Whitman and Emerson write of sublime experiences with the American 

wildemess. as yet untouched by civilization. Wilson contends that this "Amencan 

sublime" encounter is resolved in a transcendental moment in which the American 

nationalist sentiment and impenaiist drive are justifird and rationalized. Due to the loss 

of confildence in technolog following the First Worid War, however, the subject loses 

hisiher arropt superiorip over nature: and recent venions of sublime reflect these 

changes in our understanding of subjectivïty. In Frances Ferguson's ccNuclear Sublime;" 

for instance. the subject cannot overcome the terror incited by the possibiliv of nuclear 

e.uplosion: "to think the [nuclear] sublime would be to think the unthinkable and to exist 

in one3 o w  nonexistence" !7). Similarly. Joseph Tabbi's Tosmiodern Sublime" is 

described as the relationship between the subjea and sublime-inspiring technology. As a 

crearion of hurnanity, technolog 1s both an extension of the subject and a potential threat 



to the subject. The neat subject-object dialectic of the Kantian sublime is fittingly 

bluned as postmodemity has usurped the authority of the subject. 

hfluenced by these postmodern revisions of the sublime. other scholarship has 

reexarnined the nature of the sublime and its reiationship to European phallogocentric 

thinking. The cal1 of French feminism ro reappraise the dominant smictures of 

philosophy and to --creatr a new architectonic of empowerment" ( Yaeger. --Toward"l9 1 ) 

has led to a reassessment of the srnicture of the sublime and postulations of a "ferninine 

sublime." It is from this development in the conceptualization of the sublime that I miII  

elaborate my own theory of a sublime which invades the boudaries of subjectiviîy. 

Patricia Yaeger' Joame Diehl- and Barbara Freeman, three theorists of the 

"feminine sublime,' suggest that the sublime is a patriarchal structure based ultimately 

on a masculinist economy of thought which seeks to escludr and dorninate women. 

Yaeger. Diehl. and Freeman contend that women experience the sublime in a different 

manner: and each theorist offers her version of this --ferninine s~blirne."~ 

For Freeman the structure of the sublime relies on notions of masculinity and 

femininiv and the traditional hierarchical relationship benveen these notions. Like 

For the most pan these theorists describe the "feminine" sublime as the female 
subject's experience with the sublime. Here again however, with this discussion of the 
sublime several important distinctions are blurred. For instance, al1 three women often 
collapse the distinction between the femaie author and the female narrator in the works 
which they study. Furthennore7 despite the fact that the proposed "ferninine" sublimes 
are primarily stnicturally different fiom the masculine sublime, none of the theorists 
suggests that a male subject could experience the sublime in a similar fashion. Freeman 
does suggest that a male writer might be able to write a feminine sublime (9), but in 
doing so she once again collapses the distinction between the authonal and narrative 
intelligences. 



Cixous, Freernan argues that this binary and hierarchical relationship is modelled d e r  

the original couple and rnirrors the perpetuai domination of man over wornan: 

[The] principal theorists are able to represent the sublime only through 
recouse to metaphors of sexual difference, and, equally significant .... the 
structure of the sublime depends upon (and results from) a preesisting 
construction of the feminine .... 1 argue for a reading of the sublime as an 
allegory of the construction of the patriarchal (but not necessarily male) 
subject, a self that maintains its borden by subordinating difference and 
by appropriating rather than identiwng with that which presents itself as 
other. ( 3 4 )  

Freernan claims that Burke uses reproductive metaphon to express his notion of terror 

(47) and equates the sublime's partner, beauty, with the female. Similady, she argues 

thar Kant likens. on one hand. the incapable imagination with the feminine and the 

victorious reason, on the other h a n 4  wirh the masculine. Concwing with Freernan, 

Yaeger identifies the Kantian sublime as a "vertical sublime which insists on 

aggrandizing the masculine self over othen" and advocates a feminine sublime which 

'-refuses an oedipal, phallic fight to the dearh with the father" (-'TowardVl 9 1 ). It is the 

dialectical structure. which results uith the subject sublating the object, and the implicit 

teleologicai force therein which Yaeger questions. 

Unlike Freernan and Yaeger, Joanne Diehl does not interrogate the structure of 

the sublime: instead, she challenges the female poet's access to the inspirational 

encounter with the sublime. She r e m  to Longinus's authorial sublime, and the 

relationship betsveen "great" witing and sublime inspiration. Looking wholly at the 

"Amencan sublime.'' Diehl examines ways in which discourses of sublimity which 

informed Amencan notions of poetic creativity were mavailable to Amencan wornen 



pets. Diehl retums to the perceived relationship betwern the witer and inspiration in 

nineteenth-centq- Amcrican world and determines that this is either ovemhelrning or 

unavailabte to the wornan author: 

It is a secret which every intellectual man quickly lems' that beyond rhe 
enerz  of his possessed and conscious intellect he is capable of a new 
energv (as of an intellect doubled on itself), by abandonment to the nature 
of things: that beside his privacy of power as an indihldual man, there is a 
aeat public power on which he cm draw-, by unlocbring, at al1 risks, his 
C 

human doors' and suffenng the ethereal tides to roll and circulate t i~ough 
him: then he is caught up into the Iife of the Universe. his speech is 
thunder. his thought is law and his worcis are universally intelligible as the 
plants and animals. ( 1 ) 

The wornan poer. Diehl argues. cannot be sure that she \vil1 sunive this "great public 

power," and therefore she cannot achieve access to it (2). Furthemore, the inspirational 

sublime is. according to Diehl. engendered as feminine and the discourses of the sublime 

depend upon "the principle of desire" (21. How does the woman pet. Diehl asks. deal 

with this alienation fiom the inspirational sublime'? As a woman. she has a different 

(although not impossible) relationship with feminine inspiration, which, according to the 

poetic discourses of nineteenth-centuq .4merica, is vital to produce -important' poetry. 

Diehl, Yaeger, and Freeman al1 contend that the woman writer or female subject 

has specific snategies for dealing with an encounter with the sublime. Yaeger develops a 

usehl typology of the "fernale" sublime, which, although she does not achowledge this 

source, parallels EIaine Showalter's anaiysis of the three stages of women's literary 

developrnent. Showalter3 paradigm? while not a perfect match with Yaeger's tqpology, 

offers some insight into the different structural manifestations (and indeed the --fernale" 

sublime, in most cases, diEers fiom the mascuiine sublime at the level of structurej of 



the "female" sublime.? Beginning with the works of the Brontë sisters, Showalter 

isolates three stages of development in the female Iiterary tradition: 

First, there is a prolonpd phase of imftaiion of the prevailing modes of 
the dominant tradition and rnternalzzation of its standards of art and its 
views on social roles. Second. there is a phase ofproresr againa these 
standards and values- and advoc~cy of minority rights and values. 
including a demand for autonomy. Finally, there is a phase of self- 
discoven*. a Nniing inward fieed fiom some of the dependency of 
opposition, a search for identity. An appropriate terminology for women 

(13) ~ ~ t e r s  is to cal1 these stages, Ferninrne. Femrnrsr. and Fernule. 

Yaeger's typology, implicitly hierarchical and progress-oriented much 

Showalter's analysis, begins with the "failed sublime."' This "failed sublime" 

Iike 

corresponds roughly to the fint stage - the ifemininr'' stage - in Showalter's paradip. 

Like the woman &ter of the --ferninine" stage who imitates the masculine standards of 

art, the female subject attempts to mimic the male experience of the sublime. She 

discovers. however. that she does not esperience the sublime in the same manner as a 

man. Yaeger explains this failure: '-vie wimess a woman-s dazzling, unexpected 

empowerrnent followed by a moment in which this power is snatched away - onen by a 

masculine counter-sublime that has explicit phallic components" ("Toward" 20 1 ). This 

"failed sublime" - exemplified for Yaeger in Amencan short-stoq writer Eudora 

7 It is interesîing to note that, Iike Showalter, Yaeger also plays with the adjectives 
"female" and "ferninine." Yaeger, however, reverses the order of the adjectives: for her, 
the "female" sublime is a pneric label for the female subject's encounter with the 
sublime. whereas the Teminine" sublime is the most advanced manifestation of ths 
encounter. 

s This implicit hierarchical organization of Yaeger's tyology presents an interesting 

contradiction in the work of a theorkt who daims to challenge the architectonic of 
masculinist thought which is characterized by its hierarchies. 
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Welty's story "June Recita1'- - is doubly fnistrating. The wornan Ieam that she c m  if 

only momenmrily. have access to the power of the sublime: but that power is ultirnately 

mipped away, and the woman returned to a position inferior to the one she initially 

occupied ('Toward" 10 1 ). There is no structural adaptation in this version of the 

Yernale" sublime. just as there is no forma1 experirnentation in Showalter's "ferninine" 

stage of women's literanire. 

Like the --failed sublimel" the "sovereign sublime" - the second kind of female 

sublime in Yaeger's paradigm - echoes the pattern of the masculine sublime. However. 

the -'sovereign sublime" ultimately subvens the f o m  of the masculine sublime and 

points towards a new autonomous female subject. This "sovereign sublime" differs from 

the masculine sublime in that the moment of blockase, when the mind cannot form a 

representation of the sublime object, does not culminate in the absolute victory of the 

subject. Instead. the power of the "sovereign sublime" is "espended" in a horizontal 

fashion: there is no terminal moment of domination in which the object is govemed or 

subordinated (703 j. The "sovereignty" of this sublime is achieved with the ascent to a 

superior transcendence typicai of the masculine sublime. This is the protest and 

advocacy phase of the sublime. much like Showalter3 "ferninisr" stage in women's 

writing. In other words, there is a recognition of the masculine structure of the sublime 

and an attempt to modi. and subvert this structure, characreristics w-hich are repeated in 

Diehl's description of Emily Dickinson's sublime. 

Diehl's analysis of Emily Dickinson's description of the sublime esperiencr 
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corresponds roughly to Yaeger's venion of the -sovereign sublime." Although there is 

no '-horizonralœ' dispersal of power in Dickinson's sublime. there is an alternative source 

of power discovered in the sublime experience. Dickinson, accordin% to Diehl, asserts a 

forceful counter-sublime which denies the need for the '-influx of e-xtemal power" and 

"privilege[s] the process of doing without such an implosion of power, and convert[s] 

renunciation of that power into a force of equal gandeur - into a counter-Sublime" 

(26). Like Yaeger-s "sovereign sublime,' Dickinson3 sublime is once-removed fiom the 

traditional masculine sublime: there is a rejection of the old masculinist constniction of 

power and the d i s c o v e ~  of a new type of power dpamic in which nothing is 

subordinated. 

Yaeger describes the third hpe  of the femalr sublime - the most "striking 

revision of an 'oedipal' sublime-' ("Toward" 204) - as "pre-oedipal." In this version of 

the -'ferninine sublime" (distinct frorn the general -fernale sublime*') a "desire for the 

pre-oedipal bonding with a mother's body" ("Toward" 205) is reactivated. The "pre- 

oedipal" sublime "engenders a zone where self-empowerment and intersubjective bliss 

entertain one another in an atmosphere free of paranoia" ("Towrdn 205). This 

"feminine sublime" represents a zone of discovery where it is possible to find a langage 

to express the uncertainty of postrnodem subjectivity. It exemplifies unthreatening 

contact between the subject and the object, and the revelation of a female sublime 

Although I have incorporated Diehl and Freeman's discussion of the "feminine 
sublime" into Yaeger7s paradigm, 1 do not wish to suggest that these theorists are also 
responsible for the hierarchical. teleological presentation given by Yaeger. 1 have 
included Freeman and Diehl's discussion of the '-ferninine sublime" at this point in order 
to demonstrate the s t m c ~ a l  similarities between the different approaches. 



independent of the traditional male consmiction. This "preedipal sublime" is the 

culmination of the other manifestations of the "fernale-- sublime - it is the total rejection 

of the masculinist structure of the sublime and the assertion of a sublime reinscribed with 

a new understanding of subjectivity and the relationship behveen subjects and objects. 

With the "pre-oedipal" sublime. the female subject is "fieed from some of the 

dependency of opposition" (Showalter 13 ). 

Both DiehI and Freernan describe a version of the Yeminine sublime" similar to 

Yaeger's "pre-oedipal sublime" in which the very dialectic which forms the (Kantian) 

sublime is subverted and undennined. According to Diehl. Emily Dickinson subverts the 

power of the sublime by afirming another sort of power. Elizabeth Bishop. on the other 

hand attempts to undermine the very binary notions of sexuality which limit her 

relationship to the sublime. In Diehl's view. --Bishop's poems ma? be read as a map of 

lan-gage where sexual identity appean to yield to a fluidity of gender that does away 

with rigid. hrterosexisr catzgories'- (92). 

Barbara Freeman presents a very general, and therefore usefil, definition of the 

female sublime. The feminine sublime isl according to Freeman: 

[Tlhe female subject's encounter with and response to an alterity that 
exceeds, tirnits and defines her ... the feminine sublime is neither a 
rhetorical mode nor an aesthetic catego- but a domain of experience that 
resists categorization. in which the subject enters into a relationship with 
an othemess - social. aesthetic, political, erotic - that is excessive and 
unrepresentable. The feminine sublime is not a discursive strategy, 
technique or literary style the fernale w~iter invents, but rather a crisis in 
relation to langage and representation that a certain subject undergoes. 
(2) 

Freernan argues that witers like Kate Chopin? Edith Whartono Mary Shelley. Jean Rhys. 
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and Toni Momson engage the sublime in their novels. Like Diehl and Yaeger, she holds 

that these authors portray a specific feminine strate3 for dealing wïth the sublime. For 

instance. in Kate Chopin's novel The Awakening there is no oedipal resolution at the end: 

as Freeman argues. 'Thopin refuses to satisfir the nish for a single definitive 

interpretation of Edna's last act, and in so doing constructs a sublime in which there is no 

end of the line" (39). Edna's last act is thus not sublated -- as in an oedipal construction - 

- into the climax of the narrative. Similarly. Toni Morrison-s Beloved presents an 

unresolvable relationship beheen the sublime and the subject. Death and the horrors of 

slaves, as the unrepresentable, do not force "detachment" of the subject fkom the lost 

object - here the main character Sethe and her murdered daughter Beloved. Rather, the 

female subject is able to remain "attached" without succumbing to the melancholy which 

Freud predicts. Freeman wntes. "mouming becomes sçnonynous with Iove's 

articulation. assertine an intimacy with the dead that proclairns its existence in the here 

and now. presen-ing the characters' relatedness to one another in a continuous present in 

which tirne's ability to erode connections is denies' (140). 

These three manifestations of "feminine sublime." ~ ~ i t h  the adaptations and 

variations offered bu Freeman, Diehl. and Yaeger, al1 engage the rnasculinist structure of 

the sublime. The descriptions of the "pre-oedipal" sublime sugsest a liberation from the 

dominating activities of the Kantian subject and the establishment of a new, more 

sensitive (female) subject who does not seek to dominate hisher extemal environment. 

While this utopian sublime invokes comforting images of peaceFul human interactions 

with its anti-dialectical approach. it does not undemine the subjec~object division and 
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separation whch dominate the traditional approach to the sublime. The extent to which 

the boundaries which define the subject are altered and transgressed is not explored by 

these theorists. despite daims, by Freeman in particular, that the sublime is without 

boundanes ( 1 16 1. The "feminine" sublime described bu Diehl. Yarger. and Freeman is 

not a "subjective" experience; rather, it is an intenubjective moment. The terror. 

astonishment. and negative pleasure which define Burke's and Kant 's sublime are left 

out of the descriptions of the "feminine' sublime, thus, ironically. erecting a stable 

boundan behveen subject and object - another bina- pair ppical of phallogocentric 

thought accordinp to Cixous. 

In her 1993 article "Lan=wge of Blood: Towrd the Materna1 Sublime" Yaeger 

discusses niIl a funher. fourth type of sublime, one in which the boundaries between 

subject and object are blurred through the terror of the subject. Giving binh to a child. 

Yaeger argues. is a female experience which corresponds to the sublime experience. The 

'-matemal sublime" is a fracture in subjecthood. in which the subject espenences the 

terror in her own body's capabilities. Yaeger writes: '-In the act of giving binh, women 

splinter the concept of personhood, they becorne the wound in hurnanity. for they 

encounter the world as both speaking and reproductive beings. With so many articulate 

orifices. women move beyond normal selfhood, beyond purification" (7). In the 

"materna1 sublime" Yaeger recognizes an important site for resistance against the 

aggessions of patriarchy. and a new mode of articulating the "personal and cultural 

powef inherent in women's "reproductive labour" (22). As Yaeger writes: "the sublime 

suggests a porentially progressive politics as well. Sublime discoune always reflecü a 



power strugggle - an experience of  turmoil between wo or more modes of discoune. 

Within this t m o i l  we cm discover the possibility of appropriare aggression. and within 

this aggression, the possibility of transforming the burden of the pst'' (1 6). 

While Yae-r's "maternai sublimes- hints at the possibility of a sublime which 

transgresses the boundary between the subject and object and which offers the potential 

for resistancel these ideas are not fùlly developed in Yaeger-s article. By bringïng the 

sublime closer to the subject and by suggesting the transgression of subjective 

boundanes, the safe distance described in Burke and Kant's sublime vanishes: and th2 

coherence of subjectivity itself is called into question. Inscribed within this "matemal 

sublime" is the possibility of a sublime self, one in which the subject encounters the 

unrepresentable within her subject bondaries. This potential "intemal" sublime would 

recuperate a relationship benveen the (fernale-) subject and the unrepresentable. '" 

However. if. as Freeman and Banting suggest in their readings of Cixous, a 

representational understanding of lan-page implies a covert form of essentialkm 

abandoned by Cixous (and Irigaray), and if the very appearance of the unrepresentable 

relies on its relationship with the reprcsentablc (the light requires the shadow). then the 

unrepresentable cannot esist within the economy of lanpuage (and subjectivity) 

exempl i fied in écriture fëminine. An encounter with the unrepresentable there fore 

becomes impossible within this framework. Nevertheless. it would not be impossible, 

'O  Although Cixous and irigaray speci fically connect the unrepresentable with ferninini-, 
I do not want to suggest that îhis type of sublime experience is unavailable to men. 
However. because gender is a salient constructe&consmicting experience in society? I 
believe that gender will play a role in this tyx of experience. 1 will r e m  to this 
question in the next section. 
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within this paradigm to postulate the existence of the non-linguistic or semiotic materiai 

(not referents which lies outside of langage and which foiis the subject's (and 

subjectivitfs) signifying capabilities: this would be the equivalent of the sublime 

experience. 

This suggestion provokes several new questions about the contact and interaction 

between the subject and what I will now term the extralinguistic. For instance: ifthis 

non-linguistic material is not referential? from where does it originate and what is the 

nature of its semiotic forrn? Furthemore, how does this extralinguistic semiotic 

material challenge the signieing capabilities of the subject? What indeed is the precise 

character of the relationship between extralingui~c material and the linguistic abilities 

and linguistic constitution of the subject? Finally, we must ask how this extralinguistic 

material transgresses the boundaries of the subject and undermines the subject'object 

dialectic necessary for the cons~itution of subjectivih itself; and hou. a sublime can be 

conceived in iight of these suggestions which does not reinforce the apparent boundanes 

between the subjçct and the extemal world. 

Burke's Eye 

Non-dualistic notions of the body and of the body's role in textualin offer the key 

to an understanding of an internai sublime independent of binary oppositions and of the 

transgressive potential of the extralinguistic in relation to subjectivity. In a passage in his 

Enquzry info fhe Origin of our Ideos of rhe Sublime and Beautrful, EEdmund Burke 



inadvenently alludes to the paradoxical position of the body in Western ontology and to a 

possible conception of the body whch moves beyond Cartesian dualisrn. In his 

discussion of beauty Burke claims that the eye "which has so great a share in the beauty 

of the animal creation" (224) is an object capable of arousing ideas of beauty in al1 

humans. Burke describes the characteristics which, according to him: make an eye 

beautifid : 

1 think then. that the beauty of the eye consists. first, in its cleamess: what 
coloured epe shall please most depends a good deal on particuiar fancies; 
but none are pleased with an eye, whose water (to use that terni) is du11 
and muddy.. . . Secondl y, the motion of the eye contributes to its beauty. 
by continuaIl?; shifiing iü direction; but a flow and languid motion is more 
beautifid than a brisk one: the latter is enlivening; the former lovely. 
Thirdly, with regard to the union of the eye with irs neighbouring parts. it 
is to hold the sarne rule that is gïven of other beautifid ones; it is not to 
make a strong deviation from the line of the neighbouring parts: nor to 
verge into any exact pometrïcal figure. Besides al1 this, the eye affects, 
as it is expressive of some quaiities of the mind and its principal powers 
generally anses from this. (224-5) 
Y 

Burke's description of the eye as a beautifid object is a stiking departure from usual 

conceptions of the e o .  where the eye's potential as an objecr is hidden behind its 

ovenvhelrning capabilities as an agent. The eye's act of seeing in senice of the 

percei~ing subject masks the possibility of its own objectification. 

The idiosyncratic nature of this passage points towards the paradoxical place of 

our bodies in this world and towards the potential of bodies to undermine the 

subject/object distinction which has informed modem notions of subjectivity. The eye is 

not purely a tool, an extension of the spiritual, or intellectual non-corporeal subject: but it 

is also an object perceived (possibly as a beautifid object) by other subjects. In 
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phenomenological ternis, the body reflects a chiasmatic structure: the body is both Lerb, 

the lived body or embodied subject. and Korper. the philosophical term used to describe 

the body as a physical object (Leder 5 ) .  

This phenornenoiogical perspective directly engges the limitation of the 

Cartesian mindbody duality which shapes m a q  modem philosophical investigations. As 

Drew Leder points out. Cartesianisrn has traditionally relegated the body to a purely 

physical position (5) .  The body is. in Cartesian theones of subjectivity, an object to be 

studied: the non-corporeal mind is the mie home of the subject and its powers This 

Cartesian dualism, a descendant of the Platonic notion of the Ideal, has stubbornly 

persisted to invade Western understandings of the subject and its corporeality as the loud 

anti-essentialist criticisrn of Cixous and Irigaray illushates. Nevertheless, as our notions 

of subjectivity have changeci' the statu of the body has become one of the most debated 

topics in recent years. ' ' 
The body and its relationship to testualih are panicularlq- salient issues in 

conternporary feminist thought: and indeed, 1 believe that feminism is at least partially 

responsible for this renewa1 of interest in corporeality. While the French feminists 

pursued an understanding of the relationship of the gendered body to textuality, heavily 

influenced by Freudian and Lacanian psychoanalysis and their discussion of hysteria? 

1 1  1 couid not discuss al1 of this literature as it lies beyond the range of my thesis. Works 
like Foucault's Hisroy of S e x u n l i ~  and Discipline und Pwish are undoubtedly highly 
influential in this field and have shaped rnany of the feminist theories which 1 \ciIl 
discuss. Other important work such as Deleuze and Guattari's notions of "Bodies 
without Organs." while estremel? interesting, is only of peripheral relevance to my 
thesis. 



Anglo-American feminists explored oùier (more overtly political) ramifications of 

fernale corporealih. One wave of Arnerican feminisrn, for instance. c a k  out for women 

to reclairn their bodies fiom the rnasculinist medical and psychologïcal discourses which. 

the? believe, are responsible for defining and limiting the female body. '' By reclaiming 

connoi over their bodies and the (legal) right to define their bodies, these feminists 

believe that wornen \\il1 ascend to an equal position with men. Undemeath these claims 

lies a form of human liberalism and the belief that beyond Our gendered corporeality. 

men and women are basically the same. .4 subjectivih unencumbered by i t s  corporeality 

is thus the political goal of this branch of feminism, a goal whch reafirms, the dualiry of 

the Canesian subject. 

Recent ferninist philosophica1 investigations have attempted to overcome the 

mindhody dualiîy. In Volatile Bodies Elizabeth Grosz argues for an "embodied 

subjectivih." and a --psychical corporealitp" (22). much like the phenornenological 

understandinj of Leib and ECiMper. She explains: 

The narrow consmaints our culture has imposed on the ways in which our 
matenality can be thought means that altogether new conceptions of 
corporeality - those, perhaps, which use the hints and suggestions of 
others but which move beyond the overall context and horizon govemed 
by dualism - need to be developed, notions which see human rnateriality 
in conrinuity nlth oroanic and inorganic matter but also at odds with other 
foms of matter. which see animate rnateriality and the rnateriality of 
lanepage in interaction. (22) 

Other feminists such as Judith Butler, Naomi Schor. and Jane Gallop have attempted to, 

as Grosz suggests, work beyond the constraints of dualism and beyond a simple 

'' Books like Our Bodies. Our Selves and Naomi Wolf s The B e a q  W h  demonstrate 
this tendency in American feminism. 
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dichotomous understanding (polarized between essentialism and social constnictionisrn) 

of the possible conceptions of gender. It is in the light of this work that Freeman and 

Banting offer their defence of Cixous's notion of écrirurefëminine. And it is precisely 

their non-dualistic reading of Cisous's a-riting. and in particular Banting3 understanding 

of the translation process of écriture fémznine which offer the possibility of 

reconceptualizing the sublime esperience without recoune to the subject'object bina? 

opposition. 

Discourses of the sublime have alwa-s implicirI>- engaged questions of the 

rnind's relationship to the body. Even the Longinian sublime is implicated in these 

questions: indeed the mind~body duality seems central to the Greek-s analysis of the 

sublime experience. Longinus argues that 'rhe effect of eievated language upon an 

audience is nor persuasion but transport" (76) "Transport." in this case. is a translation 

of the original Greek "ekstasis" which. in its earliest semantic formation . meant 

--insanity" or "bewilderment-- but later came to mean a %ithdrawaI of the soul from the 

body, mystic or prophetic trance" (OED). Longinusl moreover, links the "ekstasis" 

esperienced by exposure to great \+rithg to a trance much likr that demonstrated by the 

Pythian priestesses when they receive an oracle h m  the god Apollo (83). Thus in the 

Longinian sublime experience. the non-corporeal soul of the listener is relieved if only 

momentarily, fiom its limited corporeal state in order to experience an elevated (perhaps 

immortal) state of the mind. 

Similarly, in Burke's Enqiny the sublime occurs when the subject is shom, for a 

brief moment, the lirnits of its corporeal shell. The sublime object produces temor in the 



subject because it threatens the subject's life, according to Burke (217). This pain or fear 

causes "an unnatural tension of the nemes" (338) which. bscauss it is mere -'exercise for 

the finer o r g a ~ "  (256), does not ovenvhelm the subject as it dtimately is not dangerous 

or iife-threatening. The finer orsans. the eye or the ear. are affected by a --certain mode 

of pain," and "this affectation approaches more nearly to that which has a mental cause" 

(257). The subjecfs encounter with the sublime is thus primady a corporeal espenence 

in Burke's opinion. 

Even Kant's supremeiy rationa1 subject must rely on hisi'her corporealih in ordrr 

ro form the basic emotions necessary for the sublime expenence. Kant admits that al1 

representations. whether stemming fiom the imagination or fiom understanding. are 

connected with sensations that are fùndamentally corporeal: 

Es ist auch nicht ru leugnen. daO alle Vontellungen in uns. sie mogen 
objektiv bloB sinnlich oder ganz intellehmell sein. doch subjehiv mit 
Vergnügen oder Schrnerz, so unmerklich beides auch sein mag, verbunden 
werden komen (weil sie ingesamt das Gefùhl des Lebens afizieren. und 
keine derselben. sofern als sir Modifikation des Subjekts isr indifferent 
sein kann); sogar daB. wie Epikur behauptete, immer Vergnûgen und 
Schmen zuletn doch korperlich sei. es mag nun von der Einbildung oder 
car von Verstandesvontellungen anfangen, weil das Leben ohne Gefiihl - 
des korperlichen Organs bloB BewuBtsein seiner Existrzw aber kein 
Gefuhl des Wohl- oder Übelbefindens, d.i. der Befordemng oder 
Hemmung der Lebenskràfte sei: weil das Gemüt fiir sich allein ganz 
Leben (das Lebensprinrip selbst) ist, und Hindemisse oder Beforderungen 
auBer demselben und doch im Menschen selbst, mithin in der Verbindung 
mit seinem Korper gesucht werden mtissen. (126) 

With the exception of Yaeger's "Materna1 Sublime_" the theorists of the "ferninine 

sublime" do not explicitly engage the corporeai aspects of the sublime, either in the 

canonical viorks of Longinus' Burke and Kant. or in their own analyses of the sublime. 
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Yet the inherent corporedi@ of the sublime experience is, 1 believe, precisely the way in 

which the invasive subject.object dialectic cm be overcome. Furthemore. this type of 

anaiysis provides a way of reconceiving the "unrepresentable" - now extralinguistic - 

aspect of subjectivity. 

The theones of Julia bs teva  offer important insight into the questions of the 

exiralinguistic and subjectivity and into the role of the body in semiosis. Often grouped 

uith Cisous and Irigaray? hs teva  shares an uneas? comection with these French 

thidcers and indeed wïîh feminism. In her article "Women's Tirne," for instance, she is 

openly critical of the work of those feminists interested in the '-dynarnics of sipns" and 

the political airns of several feminist groups (200). Nevertheless, Kristeva displays a 

similar inrerest in the position of women in langage and the relationship of women to 

the inexpressible. Underlying the work presented in Kristeva's doctoral thesis Ln 

Révoliirron dzr kunguge poérrqur are man?. of the same questions which pen-ade the 

writings of Cixous and Iriearay. Like Cixous and Irigaray, she asks: what is the 

relationship benveen gender and telmalie given that women are rscluded fiom the 

Symbolic Order; and how does what is beyond the symbolic affect the constitution of the 

subject. 

In order to theorize the relationship benveen the subject and that which is beyond 

lan,gnge, Kristeva introduces the concept of the serniotrc chora, named afier Plat03 

chora. which he descnbes, in TÏmueu.s7 as nourishing and materna1 (,Rmofurron 26). 

According to fisteva, the semiofïc chora is dominant in the ontogenetic phase which 

precedes the Lacanian mirror stage and the subsequent entq of the subject into the 



Svmbolic Order. Not analysable, the semrotrc chora is the initial impulse to the 

establishment of a signikng process. Psychic drives articulate the choru which E;nsteva 

describes as "rupture et articulations - rythme*- (Révolution 3 3 .  As the young child 

stands in front of the mirror and sees the image of him-henel f. he crosses over the theric 

b o u n d a ~  and learns to identi- between him-/herseIf and what is externat to hinv'her. -4s 

Kristeva explains. "Toute énonciation esr thérique. qu'elle soit énonciation de mot ou de 

phrase : toute énonciation exige une identification. c'est-à-dire une séparation du sujet de 

et dans son image" ( 4  1-2). The thetrc phase forever changes the subject's reianon to 

serniosis. 

hfter the thetic phase. the symbolic masks the presencr of the semiotic. but the 

chora does not succumb in the development of the Symbolic Order. Rather, the chora 

buttresses against the order: --Notre discours - le discoun -- chemine contre elle [la 

chora]. c'est-à-dire s'appuie sur elle en rnème temps qu'il la repousse" (26). In 

Kristeva's words. the semiotic chora is --le lieu de [la] négation [du sujet], où son unite 

cède devant le procès de charges et de stases la produisant" (27). The shape of the 

dialectic relationship brtween the semrotrc chora and the &mholrs Order determines the 

type of discourse produced be it poetry, narrative, metalan-ze, theory (24); and the 

constant movement of this dialectic foms  subjectivity. The subject, therefore. is a 

subjecr m process on trial ("sujet en procès") according to Kristeva (22). 

Although Knsteva does not contend k a t  only biological females have access to 

semiotic expression there is a relationship between. on one han& the ferninine and the 

semiotrc choru, and the masculine and the $mbolic Order on the other hand. She holds 



that the symbolic attempts to repress the semiotic and the corresponding comection to 

the pre-Oedipal maternal body and that resistance to the oppression of the Smbolic 

Order would entail a reappraisal of the power of the semiotic. The important question. 

she wites: "consiste dans la possibilité ou non de maintenir ouvene le moment 

hétérogène, contradictoire, intenable pour le sujet à l'intérieur d'un texte qui représente, 

à travers ce moment. la diversité et la multiplicité des pratiques sociales, lesquelles. dans 

leur efiectuation propre, n'en tiennent pas compte'' (Réwolutzon 1 87). 

As with Irigaray and Cixous's writlngs? critics have charged that kisteva 

replicates the structures of masculinist philosophy Judith Butler. for instance, argues 

that Kristeva's semroiic chora is --invariably subordinate ro the Svrnbo1ic'- (Gender 80) 

and that Kristeva's suggestion that the semioric can subvert the Symbolic Order is 

unreasonable (86) as the "Synbolic remains hegernonic'- (83). Furthemore. Butler 

contends that Kristeva's conception of the relationship between the p r i r n q  dnves and 

the matemal body rendu the maternal body prediscursive and therefore orignal (perhaps 

essential) - a position which Butler aims to undermine in her own theoretical approach. 

Chns Weedon. who also accuses Knsteva of relying on essential notions of 

subjectivity. proposes a "historical" adaptation of Kn'steva's concept of the "subject in 

process." While Weedon accepts the idea of the "subject in process." she does not agree 

with Knsteva that the structure of the subject is universal and timeless: 

To make femininity and masculinity ever-present aspects of language 
which exceed rationality and are rational respectively is to propose an 
ahistorical mode1 of language. gender and the unconscious in which actual 
histoncally specific power relations between women and men becorne 
irrelevant. In order to open up language and subjectivity to history and the 



possibilitp of change, it is not enough to analyse discoune in terms of its 
--universal" symbolic and semiotic aspects. (90) 

Weedon takes h a e v a ' s  notion of the lsubject in process." but she adapts it to 

incorporate histoncal and cultural processes in the constmction of subjectivity. In 

Weedon's paradi-il discourses function to establish subjectiviy in other words. 

discourses attempt to fix the ways in which it is acceptable for an individual to perceive 

and to interact with the world around them. Discounes create subject positions for 

individuals such as "wife" and seek to solidi@ the rneaning and place of these positions 

in relationship to other positions such as "husband." Weedon gives the example of a 

Catholic woman who accepts (tacitly or consciously) the assurnptions of this retigious 

discourse. This discourse defines the role of the uife and mother as one of selflessness: 

the woman must suppress her needs in order to fulfill the needs of her husband and 

children. By assumi- this subject position. the wornan therefore interacts wirh and 

perceives the world around her according to the parameters of subjectivity which are 

defined by the discourse of Catholicisrn. 

The traditional Cathok definition of 'wife" and "mother" is not, however, the 

only one available in today's society. Other discourses. such as a ferninist one. offer 

other possible subject positions and definitions for these subject positions. As al1 

discourses are constantly interpellating individuals to act as their agents. every individual 

is exposed to many discounes, and the acceptance of one discourse by an individual is 

never final. As Weedon purs itl "individuals are both the site and subjecr of discursive 

struggtes for their identity" (Weedon 97; emphasis hers). The Catholic wornan, by 
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accepting the subject positions dictated by that discoune. must reject (at l es t  

temporarily) the definitions of --\vife" and *'mother" that are offered by other discourses. 

Most discourses, especially religious discourses which aim at totalizing the 

semantic systern. renounce other discourses' daims to validity and seek to marginalizc 

threatening points of view. Given the nature of this religious discourse. it would be 

impossible for the woman to act as the agent for other competing discourses 

simultaneousty. However, it is possible within this theoretical p a d i _ p  for individuais 

to act as agents for different discourses at different tirnes. For instance: at work an 

indikldual may assume a subject position dictated by liberal feminist discoune and then 

at home assume a subject position which is established by a more naditional and 

conservative discoune. Thus, in Weedon's paradigm subjectivity is a process dependent 

on a never-ending interactive s h i g ~ l e  between discourses which fluctuate and change 

with time. 

The discourses described bu Weedon anempt to restrict mraning (and therefore 

bodies) and to make it singular. The- follow therefore a teleological economy where the 

telos is the establishment of a singular system of meaning. Furrhermore. most 

discourses function and rel y on the appearance of their representational accuracy. 

Catholic discourses around the positions of --wife" and *.mother" do. for instance, resr on 

the assumption of an essence of femininity which cuirninates in their definition of 

"woman." Liberal feminist discourses. on the other hand. depend on the notion of a pre- 

cultural, non-gendered and therefore equal subject in their configuration of femininity. 

Both discourses assen that the- offer a privileged vision of reality they both daim, in 



other words, to represent the extemal world in a -mi< fashion. 

Weedon's t heos  poses some dificuities when viewed within the light of 

questions of the bodyhnind duality and the relationship between the linguistic and non- 

linguistic. F i r ~  of ail‘ Wredon falls into the same trap as many of Cisous3 and 

Irigaray's critics. By rejecting Kristeva's connection between the body and semiosis. she 

reinnates the Cartesian rninkbody duality in which the immaterial realm associated with 

the mind - here the several competing discounes which f o m  the subiecf m process - 

subordinate the material realm of the body. Moreover. Weedon filten out the 

extralinguistic semiosis introduced in fisteva's theory of the semrorrc chora. As 1 

pointrd out above- however. the competing discourses al1 rely on the appearance of 

accurate representation. Representation in tum, depends on, as Iripray points out, the 

unrepresented. What is reprrsented in language is foregrounded by that which is not 

represented. Weedon glides over the question of the extralinguistic. mentioning neither 

the possibilin of the body's involvemenr in serniosis. nor the potential or place of the 

extralinguistic in her paradi-m. 

These dificulries in Knsteva-s theon. and in Weedon's ex7ension of Knsteva's 

theory, are also overcome if we, like Freeman and Banting assume a circular relationship 

(without original source) between discursively-consmicred bodies and bodily-inscribed 

semiosis. As forces circulating among many individuais (society), the extemal 

consrnrcring dmozirses~ as Weedon describes. function within the $mboZic Order. 

These constn<cring discourses are a web of competing discursive forces, historically 

modifiable as Weedon suggests. These constnicting discourses inscribe the body with 
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meaning, and they position the subject in the world. The body, albeit consmicted and 

experienced through discourse. is nonetheless capable of signi&ing in its own right 

through its materiality. This bodiLy semiosis, while similar to Kristeva's chom is not- 

however. the priman and original signi-ing motivation. Neither the constntcrrng 

discourses which function at a haguistic level nor the bodiIy semiosis which operates in 

non-lingistic material can be equated wholly wîth the realrn of the mind or wholly mlth 

the realrn of the body. This "embodied subject" therefore shares the chiasmatic structure 

described by phenomenolo-sts: sihe is both constructed by meaning and capable of 

constnicting meaning. 

The relationship between the son~trucriq discomws and boclrij. semiosrs is. 

following Banting's suggestion, one guided by translation. The body's semiotic product, 

non-linguistic but meaningful. is then translated into laquage. -4s it is new semiotic 

material. it constantly destabilizes the Jnp which the socially-constnicted discourses wïth 

their semantic dnve towards sameness have on the subject. The subjecr I I I  pmcrss is in 

cyclical movement, not dialectical, propelled by a continuous process of translation 

bemeen the body3 semiosis and the synbolically consmicted linguistic order. 

The sublime moment offers a glimpse of this process by arresting it. Sublirnity is 

esperienced at precisely the moment in which this cycle of translation - and the apparent 

coherence of the subject - collapses. The body produces new meaning whkh cannot be 

tmnslated into the discourses available to the subject. The process faits' and the subject 

cannot continue in the m e  cycle; and there is no a priori concept, as Kant sugsests, to 

rescue the subject from its dilemma. The subject is thrown into jeopardy; and the 
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moment of blockage is overcome only when the subject reinitiates the process of 

translation. The reinitiation, 1 uill argue. often reflecrs a discursive shifi: the discourse 

wit.h which the subject mon identified before the sublime experience is replaced with a 

new interpolating discourse. This discursive shifi necessarily cntails a recomposition of 

the boundary between the linguistic and the non-linguistic (as every discourse and 

lanpage positions this boundary differently). and with this shift (pan of) what \vas 

previously untramlatable is e.xpressed in the terms of socially undentandable discoune. 

This discursive shifi contains within it the potential for subversion of the 

discursive teleological drive and its composition of subjective identity. While it does not 

displace discourse or the power of the S~mbolic Order (as Cisous and Irigaray suggest 

that it might), it can destabilize the homogenizing force of these discourses by 

incorporating new semantic material into the desired singular relationship behveen the 

signifier and signified. In her mono--ph Genu'er Trouble Judith Butler suggests that 

subversion of gender identity is possible through a persistent. !et modenitely violating 

repetition of discursive identity. The transsexual or transvestite who, for instance, 

assumes a gender identity different fiom his.'her biological ses is repeating the discursive 

construction of gender identity. S/he is, however, also violating the mica1 semantic 

co~ect ion between gender and sesuality and is thereby opening up a potentiall?. 

subversive gap in the discursive structure. Butler explains: 

Signification harbon mithin itself what the epistemolopical discourse 
refen to as '-agency." The mies that govem intelligible identity, Le., that 
cnable and restrict the intelligible assertion of an -'II" d e s  that are 
partially structureci along matrices of gender hierarchy and cornpulso~ 
heterosexuality, operate through repetition.. .. The subject is not 



deremined by the rules through which it is pnerated because 
signification is nor a founding acr' but rather a reph ted  process of 
repetition that both conceals itself and enforces its d e s  precisely throt@ 
the production of subsrantializing effects.. .. If the rules govemins 
si-&fication not on& restrict but enable the assertion of alternative 
domains of cultural intelligibilih. Le.. new possibilities for gender rhat 
contest the rigid codes of hierarchical binarisrns? then it is only wirhin the 
practice of repetitive si-&@ng that a subversion of identity becornes 
possible. (Gender 145: emphasis hers) 

By stopping the translation cycle of the subject in process? the sublime moment, 

therefore. offers us the opportunity ro glirnpse the introduction of this subversive gap into 

the consmiaing discome. The sublime thus becomes a potentiaily disruptive moment 

in which the boundaries and consmiction of subjectivity are callsd into question and in 

which the subject undersoes a subversive alteration. 

Revealing Murder 

Both Wolf and Brossard3 novels uncover the rnurderous impulses of the 

consrructzng discourses as they attempt to filter out the subvenive power of budi- 

semrosis. In her 1983 novel Kussandr~~ Christa Wolf presents a narrative version of the 

story of Cassandra, the Trojan princess who accurately predicts the downfall of Troy 

Wolf s novel is a textual reply to Aeschylus's depiction of Cassandra in his play 

Agamemnon. The comtmcrzng discourses murder Cassandra, Wolf implies, and she 

avenges this murder with her portraya1 of the Trojan princess. In this portrayai she 

describes the translation cycle which foms the subjecr in process, and she demonstrates 

the subversive power of the sublime moment. I offer my reading of Wolf3 novel in 



C hapter Two. 

Just as Christa Wolf s novel recuperates the figure of Cassandra fiom the clutches 

of phallogocentric discourse, Nicole Brossard's Le Déserr mawe  challenges the 

teleoiogicai impulses of apocalyptic wniting. Divided into three sections. L e  D2serr 

m w e  describes the sublime experience of the narrator Melanie in the deseri of Arizona. 

Mélaniz's narration is read and translated by Maude Laures. who encounters sublimity in 

the process. Brossard's text - a subversion of apocalypse - is examined in the third and 

final chapter of the thesis. 



Chapter Two: 

Rectiwing a three thousand year-old crime: 
Christa Wolf s rescue of the prophetess Cassandra 

In Kassandra in eine der ersten Frauengestalten überliefert, 
deren Schicksal vorformt was dam dreitausend Jahre lang. 
den Frauen geschehen soll: daB sie zum Objek gemacht 
werden. (Christa Wolf, b%'oramset-mgen 86 j 

Mais si Tobjet" se mettait à parler'? C'est dire aussi a 
"voir". etc. Quelle désagrégation du --sujeto' s'annoncerait 
par la? (Luce Irigaray? Speculuin 167) 

As the first woman to be bnitally murdered in Western literature. the 

mythological fi-me of Cassandra offers the perfect starting point from which we can 

examine Western notions of the relationshp between on the one han& the subject and 

the object and. on the other. the disruptive potential of the sublime subject. ! For this 

purpose, I wiIl concentrate on two venions of the Cassandra story. Separated from each 

other by three thousand years, Aeschylus's drama dgarnemnon and Christa Wolf s novel 

Kmsandra both explore the troubled existence of the T rojan prophetess. Aeschylus?~ 

Cassandra first appean in Homer's Ilrad. She is menrioned once in Book 13 when her 
father Priam gives her away in marriage to Idorneneus and once in Book 74 when she 
screarns her infamous prophecy about the downfall of Trop. The Greek tragedians 
Aeschylus and Euripides both rewrite Cassandra's story in their respective plays 
Agamemnon and the Trojan Momen. There are, furthemore, several references to 
Cassandra throughout the 3000 yean of Western writing - far too many for me to 
investigate here. 
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play and Chnsta Wolf s novel - heavily intluenced by AeschyIus's version - thematize 

Cassandra's smggle to express her prophehc howledge in words.' Cassandra's oracles- 

articulated initially by her body in a non-linguistic forml m m  be transiated into 

understandable lan-gmge in order for her to warn others. Cassandra agonizes while 

attempting to speak her prophecies, and this struggle exemplifies a moment of blockage 

such as 1 described in Chapter One. Cassandra's esperience therefore reflects an 

encounter between a femaIe subject and an interna1 süblirnel and as such it is a suitable 

place to continue my investigation into the relationship between the linguistic and the 

extralinguistic realms of the subject. 

Daughter of King Priam of Troy. Cassandra is bom into a privileged life very 

distant fiom her final position as a pnsoner and slave. She is given the gift of proph- 

by the god Apollo. but when shc refuses his advances. he curses her: Cassandra is able 

to predict the Future but because of Apollo's cme ,  no one Hiill believe her. Able to see 

the imminent downfall of Troy Cassandra is ostracized by her fellow Trojans who refuse 

to believe her words. In the last book of the lliad it is Cassandra who cries out with grief 

at the death of her brother Hector from the top of the Pergamus: 'Trojans and women of 

Troy, yu used to welcome Hector when he came home safe from battle. He was the 

darling of every sou1 in the tomm. Corne out and see him now" (456). Her words suggest 

her mistration wlth her victory-hunmy people and her understanding of the relevance of 

Wolf offers a very detailed reading of the Cassandra episode in Aeschylus-s play in the 
first chapter of her volume of essays entitled k'orour~etzungen rrner Erzühlung. It is 
clear fiom this reading that Wolf s version relies heavily on Aeschylus's depiction of 
Cassandra's arriva1 at Mycenae. 
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her brother's death. indeeci, Hector's death signals the end of the IZiad and undoubtedIy 

implies the tragïc end of the Trojan ww. Upon the defeat of the Trojans, Cassandra is 

then captured and imprisoned by the Mycenaean king Agamemnon. She is taken back to 

Mycenae by Agamemnon ahere she and the king are murdered by his vengehl wvife 

Ciytaemnestm Both Wolf and Aeschylus begh their account of Cassandra's death - 

and Cassandra's story is ultimately shaped by her death - with her descent from 

Agamemnon's chariot before the gates of Mycenae. 

Cassandra is a victim of the curse of Apollo: shz is raped bu Lcsser Ajax as the 

Greeks seize Troy; and she is murdered by Clytaemnestra for her innocent association 

with -4gamemnon. She is. as Chnsta Wolf piits it. the fint wornan in Western literature 

to be made into an object. But what does this mean exactiy? Certainly, Cassandra is 

manipulated by several men. a wvoman. and a male god to serve their o w  purposes. This 

is perhaps more than enough to quali- her as an object of othen' desire for power. But 

how does Aeschylus treat Cassandra as an object in his play: and conversely. how does 

Wolf "subjectiff' the c haracter in her novel? If Cassandra is objectified bp Aeschylus 

(something which Wolf implies), does this affect her ability to speak her propheciesl 

Does it change her relationship to the unrepresentable or extralinguistic? Indeed can an 

object esperience the sublime as 1 have defined it? Does Wolf s Cassandra have a 

different relationship to language (and patriarchal discoune) and to the extralinguistic, or 

is she a subject by virtue of her abiIity to tell her o w  stoiy? Does the former object's 

ability to speak and to '%ee" disrupt subjectivity as In'garay suggests? 



Transiating the Sparrow's Song in ..4eschylus's Agampmmn 

In his work Die Grburt der TrugüJ~r Nietzsche explains that the struggie benveen 

two forces - forces not unlike my cons»l[cting dfscourses and bodzly semiosis - shapes 

Greek tragedy.' According to Nietzsche, al1 art is shaped by two disnnct impulses and 

the relationshq benveen these impulses (21). Named after Apollo, the Olympian god of 

light, moderation and perfect form. the Apollonian impulse is reflected in the "plastic" 

arts which mive for dream-like fomal beauty and the maintenance of a princzpium 

r~~dividuutiorzis. The Dionysian impulse- on the other hand, is propelled by f i e ~ e d  

intoxication which "sucht das Individuun ni vemichten und durch eine mystische 

Einheitsempfindung zu crloscn" (25). Rapturous festivals celebrating the chthoniaq god_ 

Dionysus, are primitive examples of this impulse and the source of Nietzsche's label. 

These nvo impulses are necessary to each other as both sexes are necessary for 

procreation. According to Nietzsche, -'[der apollinische Grieche] muBte . . . empfinden: 

sein ganzes Dasein? mit aller Schonheit und MaBi=wg, &te auf einem verhiillten 

Untergrunde des Leîdens und der Erkenntnis, der ihm wieder durch jenes Dionysische 

aufgedecb wurde" (34). Despite this dependence. the Apollonian and Dionysian 

impulses are often antagonistic to one other and the nature of their relationship 

determines the type of an produced. 

3 Later on in this section 1 will r e m  to the distinction between Nietzsche's Apollonian 
and Dionysian impuises and my theory. 



In Die Geburt der Tagodie Nietzsche claims that Anic tragedy is the product of a 

rnomentary rrconciliation and state of equilibrium between these anistic impulses. 

Tragedy \vas bom according to Nietzsche, from the satyric chorus, a product of the 

musical Dionysian celebrations. From the "MunenchoB" ( 5 2 )  of the chorus. the 

Dionysian impulse projected itself into the Apolionian world of symbols, adding the 

drarnatic element to nagedy. For Nietzsche, the undeniable potver of Attic tragedy is 

connected to this intemkining of the Dionysian and the Apollonian impulses: 

Die metaphysische Freude am Tragischen ist eine Übersetzung der 
instinktiv u n b e ~ d t e n  dionysischen Weisheit in die Sprache des Bildes: 
der Held' die hochste Willenerscheinung, wird zu unserer Lust vemeint. 
weil er doch nur Erscheinung ist, und das ewige Leben des Willens durch 
seine Vemichtung nicht beruhrt wird. "Wir glauben an das ewige Leben", 
SU ruft die Tragodie. (92) 

This power of tragedy becomes dilutedl however. as the Dionysian current in tragedy is 

overcome by the Apollonian desire for formal beauty From Aeschylus to Sophocles, the 

choric elements of Greek tragedy were weakened until their death in the plays of 

Euripides. Tragedy was destroyed according to Nietzsche. by "ein ganz neugebomer 

Damon. genannt Sokrarrs" (71: emphasis his). Socratic thinking an extension of the 

Apollonian impulse, niined tragedy by its insistence that o d y  what was intelligible could 

be brauti ful(71).  The Dionysian. intnnsical lp unintelligible. \vas thus espunged fiom 

tragedy and wiîh its removal the power of tragedy was lost. 

Greek tragedy did not die childless however. Nietzsche claims that the 

relationship between the Apollonian and the Dionysian impulse in trageciy yielded a child 

"das mgleich Antigone und Kassandra ist" (35). Nietzsche does not elaborate on this 

perplexing statement, leaving his readea free to interpret this idea Picking up this 



thread, I will examine the episode with Cassandra in Aeschylus3 Agamemnon for the 

traces of the Apollonian and Dionysian amstic impulses.' The Apollonian impulse. as 

described by Nietzsche, is analogous to what I previously Iabelled a consrructing 

dcsourse: it is that force which delimits and articulates individualih (and therefore 

individual bodies) in Ianpge .  The Dionysian impulse, on the other hand, is linked to 

the inespressible. frantic state of the body as it creates meaning of its own. Given this 

connection between Nietzsche's analysis and my own theoq (a connection undoubtedly 

mediated by Lacan's and I;nsteva's theories of the srrnloric chorcr and the S&nibolcc 

Order), it is fitting to use the experience of Cassandra, as the child of both impulses, to 

rxempli fi. the relationship benveen the linguistic and esnalinguistic and to elucidate the 

process of translation which joins them. 

Brought to Argos bu the victorious Agamemnon to serve as his slave. Cassandra7 

the Trojan princess, fint appears in the play on Agamemnon's chariot as the? enter the 

c ih  i 766-7 j.' Afier CIytaemnestra has lured Agamemnon off the chanot onto the dark 

red tapestries, she tums her attention tu Cassandra, ordering her to corne inside (11. 103 1- 

2). Cassandra does not respond to ClyTaernnestraes order. causing her to question 

Cassandra's ability to speak Greek: "Unless she's like a swallow, possessed i of her own 

1 should clarify, however. that 1 do not intend to uncover the '-mie" meaning of 
Nietzsche's statement: 1 would view such a task as ultirnately impossible. Instead. 1 
intend to use Nietzsche's idea(s) as a springboard into my own reading of the episode of 
Cassandra - a perspective which is betrayed by my conscious misreading of his 
statement which daims that both Cassandra and Antigone are at once the child of the 
Apollonian and Dionysian impulses. I will separate these Siamese tuins, and 1 will deal 
only ~ l t h  Aeschylus's Cassandra in this essay. 

Unless othenvise statedted, I will be using Robert Fagles's translation of The Oresrezu. 



barbaric Song mange, dark" (11. 1049-50).~ Cassandra's tirst actions produce further 

confusion arnong Clytaemnestra and the chorus; the leader of the chorus wornes? -7 think 

.' the stranger needs an interpreter, someone clear. I She's like a wild mature' fiesh 

caught" (11. 10624). 

The chorus leader's wom appears to be justified as the prophetess Cassandra 

utten her fint sounds: -'osororosoi xorioi 6â Gsokliov 6xoXÀovo' (line 1077 in the 

original Greek). She repeats this utterance as she moves to step from the chariot ont0 the 

soi 1 of the house of Atreus ( 1 076). The c horu interprets Cassandra's apparently 

meaningless babble as '-sounds of mourning" i 1075 ). Accordingly' man' translators 

have shaped this babble into meaningfii cries of grief in English, German and French.' 

Other translators have tried to unrave1 the meaning of Cassandra's words. hpically 

associating the particle "da" to the Donc word "dh" or "earth7' (Fraenkel 490). Hence, 

Cassandra's babble has become "Aieeeeee! Earth - Mother Curse of the Earth - -4polIo 

Apollo!" (1077-3) in the Fagels translation.~raenkel cautions us, however, that there is 

no evidence to support this association. and he therefore concludes that Cassandra's first 

words are in fact extrametrical noise (babble) which expresses lament in a non-linguistic 

manner (FraenkeI N O -  1 ). 

6 Fagles explains that the Greeks ofien used the metaphor of a swallo~v's Song for foreign 

speech (Mack et al 538: n 7). 
Take. for example, Herbert Smyth's: --Woe, woe. woe!" (9 1 ). Lawson's --Woe. oh 

woe! ah misery me!" (65), Fraenkel's 73 woe, woe, woe! Alas!" (1 55), Werner3 German 
version "O oh, O weh, O weh, ach!?. (7 1 ), or Mazon's French version, "Hélas! ah! terre et 
ciel!" (48). 
S Other examples of this inrerpretation can be seen in Lattimore's translation, "Oh sharne 
upon the earth': Hitchcock's translation, ''Ah! Woe! Oh Gods! Oh earth!" and in 
Sid,gwick's translation, "Woe, woe, alas! Oh earth!." 
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The leader of the chom (and many tramlaton) are apparently m u r e  of the 

source of Cassandra's incoherent rnouming wails and mange movements and the leader 

questions the lopic of her cies to Apollo. He asks, "Why cry to Apollo? He's not the 

cod to cal1 with sounds of mourning" (1 1074-5). This juxtaposition of Cassandra's babble - 
with the narne of the god of prophecy suggests, however, that her lamentation is due to a 

premonition of doom which she receives as she is beckoned into the house of Atreus. 

Indeed, when Cassandra later wi11ingIy calls forth a prophecy, she expiences the same 

fie- and pain: "Aieeee! - the pain. the terror! the birth Fang of the seer . who tells 

the mith - .' it whirls me. o h  .' the storm cornes again, the crashing chords" ( 1222-6). 

Furthemore. man! esternal sources describe the reception of oracles as a chaotic and 

incoherent e-xperience. Lucan, for instance, describes the frantic state of an oracle who is 

receiving a prophecy: - 'mat  in the world are you going to sa?, my boy'? These 

preliminaries to yow oracle are terrieing in themselves. your colour is changeci, your 

eyes are rolling, your hair stands on end. your movements are frenzied and in a word 

everything about you suggests demonical possession and gooseflesh and mysteries" (qtd 

in Aune 33). The etynological link between the Greek words "mantis" (roughly 

"soothsayer," "diviner" or "seer" [Aune 231) and "mania and "mainesthai" (meaning 

"madness." "rage" and "frenq-') (Aune 35) obsemed by Plato and supported by modem 

philologists also corrobomtes the assumption that Cassandra's incoherence is related to 

the reception of an oracle. 

Read this way? Cassandra's words ~~6roso:otoi nonoi 6â" are most likely the 

audible reaction to the transmission of a prophecy fiom Apollo. Their lack of linguistic 
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form. their music-Iike rhythm and their resemblance to profound lament would suggest 

that Cassandra's experience is related to the Dionysian impulse as defined bu Nietzsche - 

- an odd conclusion @ven that Apollo is the source of Cassandra's prophetic @fi. 

However. a dissection of Greek prophecy reveals that the phenornenon occun in hvo 

distinct stages, stages which also correspond to the development of a sublime experience 

as I have described it. 

Sublirnity has ofien been associated uith human contact with the divine. 

Longinus. as I obsenied in Chapter One. compared the sublime with the experience of the 

F'ythia as she "approaches the rripod. where there is a rift in the ground which (the) say) 

exhales divine vapour" (83). As a prophetess, Cassandra shares a special relationship 

~ l t h  the divine. Howet-sr, in this case Cassandra's encounter wlth the divine - or at 

least divine knowledge of the future - is not a visibly perceivable event as it is uith the 

P'hia who inhales the divine vapour. It is an intemal experience which Cassandra 

cannot blarne on extemal phenornena Cassandra's incoherence, as an expression of this 

contact with the divine. 1 suggest: cm be described as the first phase of a sublime 

expeiïence. Her voice, mithout the imposition of the symbolic fom of a lin-istic s i m  

is a meaningful yet non-linguistic manifestation of the body's ability to s i p i e .  As the 

demonstration of the Dionysian impulse, Cassandra's body resonates with the potential 

of divine as it courses through her veins overloading her ability to speak. Cassandra's 

body signifies her premonition (new semiotic material) audibly and through pain. She is 

able to label the sensations of her body with Ian-wge. In other wordsl languaage maps 

the bodily sensation for Cassandra - she experiences her state as pain because it is 
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labelled as pain - coumering any daim to a prediscursive body. Nevertheless. the new 

semiotic material signified in her f r e y  overloads the signifyïng possibilities of the 

Apollonian consrnrcfing discourse. and in order to comrnunicate her transmission, she 

m u t  translate it into the discursive realm which consmicts and positions her as an 

individual. 

This process of translation, usually seamless. is stalled in this case of divine 

contact Ln Greek prophetic traditions this moment of blockage b e ~ e e n  the translation 

of the bodzl~ srrnrosrs into discoune is readily apparent. The prophetic esperience 

begins with the reception of the oracle by the Pythia or the Sibyl (such as ~assandra).' 

The oracle is presumably in the divine state which is incomprehensible in hurnan 

lan-gage. The oracle in such a state is useless: consequently, it must be translated into a 

form which is (or appears) intelligible to a larger hurnan goup. In the case of the 

Py-thia, the oracle was translated by the prophetai. two prophetic priests who interpreted 

the Pythia-s utterances and moulded them into hesarnetric verse (Aune 18). The extant 

Sibylline oracles reveal that the Sibyls' oracles were similarly translated into hexametric 

verse: however, in this instance, it was the Sibyls themselves who had to make their 

oracles intelligible to their communities (Parke 6) .  I believe that the first part of an 

oracle betrays a Dionysian impulse. 

Nietzsche, like Kristeva with her serniotic chora, argues that the Dionysian 

"ese are just nvo of many forms of divination practised in Ancient Greece. Cassandra 
is considered part of the Sibylline tradition in view of the nature of her visions and their 
prophetic content Cassandra always prophesies spontaneously and her prophecies are 
always ones of d o m .  The E'ythia, on the other hand, responci to specific questions put 
forth by inquirem. They foresee good fortune as often as bad fortune (Parke 55-56). 
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impulse always underlies the Apollonian form. This wouici, as Judith Butler points out in 

her analysis of the relationship between Kristeva's semiotic choru and the Slmbolic 

Order, create a hierarchical structure in which the Apollonian always dominates the 

Dionysian impulse. Accordingly 1 suggest that the Apollonian is in fact a translation of 

the Dionysian. in the case of m a n  and Sybilline prophecy, the oracle is experienced 

by the body in a Dionysian impulse: and it is only the translation of the oracle into human 

linguistic form which is guided by the Apollonian impulse. 

Prophecy is dierefore the attempt to v e  lin=guistic form to the Dionysian 

knowledge of the overwhelming pain of human sufTering - translation king necessary 

onlp in an Apollonian society where lan,guag consmicts individuality. The episode with 

Cassandra illusnates these two steps in the transmission of a prophecy. From her 

"sparrow-Iike" sounds to her death. Cassandra's presence at the house of Atreus 

represents a struggle to translate the Dionysian knowledge of the impending horror into 

an Apollonian fom which c m  be understood by individuals? and in panicular. by the 

leader of the chorus. 

Cassancira's initial passionate wails and her first meaningfd words. '-God of the 

long rosa ! Apollo Apollo my destroyer - ! o u  destroy me once, destroy me twice" 

( 1079-1082; emphasis in original), indicate that Cassandra herself understands (at some 

level) the premonition which she has received Obviously not linguistic in form (or else 

it could be simply conveyed to others in that manner), the prophecy must nonetheless 

have some semiotic shape. 
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In order to be understood, Cassandra must attempt to  give her prophecy the form 

of a linguistic sign - the signifier must be united with the signified. Cassandra's tirst 

attempts to communicate her prophecy show synptoms of her inability to translate the 

terror understood by her body. After she recovers from the initial horror of the prophecy. 

Cassandra describes the fate of the house of Atreus and the imminent deaths: -'the house 

that hales god an echoing womb of guilt. kinsmen toming  kinsmen. severed heads. 

slaughterhouse of heroes, soi1 streaming blood -" (1090-3). As she is initiaIly unable to 

translate her prophecy into coherent s i g s  by esplicitly naming the homfic fate of the 

houe of Atreus, Cassandra uses metaphor, pronouns and rnetonymy: al1 linguistic 

phenomena where the relationship benveen the signifier and the signified is indirect and 

deferred. This slippage interferes with the establishment of a "symbolic ordei' and the 

ultimate goal of the s i & ) - i n g  process: static and stable cohesion benveen the signifier 

and the si_gnified. Cassanàra therefore refers to Clytaemnestra's plan to murder 

.Agamemnon as "a plot. a monstrous - thing" ( 1 105) where the agent is an ambiguou 

"she" ( i l  19) and the patient "a geat bulf' (1 129); she is unable to name the plot, the 

murderer. or the victim with socially sanctioned signs. 

Cassandra speaks these mystifjing words in the presence of the chorus. (It is 

unclear in the beginning whether Cassandra is acnially speaking ro the chorus: initially 

she does not appear to acknowledge its presence.) In Nietzsche's description of Greek 

tragedy, it is the chorus which represents the Dionysian frenzied goup, a reminder of 

"die Gninderkenntnis von der Einheit alles Vorhandenen" (62). This group has k e n  

fractured however, in Aeschylus's .Agamemnon as there is a chorus leader who speaks 
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alone as an individual. Indeed the leader ahays uses the pronoun '7'' when speaking 

aione. The pronoun T indicates both the presence of an ego and rhe Chom leader3 

recognition of hirnself as an individual. As the ego is a lin-miistic consîruction its 

presence sugsests that the leader of the chorus is part of the Apollonian order. The 

remaining chorus, on the other hanci, refen to itself as -'we'-, implying a lack of 

individuation. With this fracture_ the chthonian --oneness" of the chorus is replaced by an 

Olympian hierarchy where one individual is placed in a unique position above the group. 

In other words. frozen in Aeschylus's tragedy is the evidence of an early tnumph of the 

Apollonian individual over die Dionysian group. 

It is not surprising, therefore. that the Apollonian individual, the leader of the 

chorus, reacts differently fiom the Dionysian throng, the ch or us^ to Cassandra's 

utterances? poorly articulated in the construcring discoime. The leader of the chorus is 

unable to understand Cassandra's ailusions; he cornplains about her incoherence. "1 

can't read these s i g s  ... Still losr. Her riddles, her darii words of god - I'm groping? 

helpless" (1 108, 1 1 16-7); and T m  no judge, I've Little ski11 with the oracles" (1 135). 

However, the Dionysian chorus senses '-das ganze h e m &  der Nam'- (Tilietzsche 34) in 

Cassandra's choru, larnenting "Drop by drop at the h a  the gold of li fe ebbs out. ! We 

are the old soldiers ... wounds will corne with the crushing sunset of our lives. Death is 

close, and quick" (1 135-8). The leader of the chorus looks for meaning in Cassandra's 

words? but her utterances lack an Apollonian form and are therefore incomprehensible to 

an individual whose own individuality is predicated on an individualking discoune; 

knowledge must, for the leader, be transmitted in the form of socially accepted linguistic 
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signs . The chorus, on the other hanci, understands the irrelevance of words to 

Cassandra's prophecy --What zood are oracles to men? Words. more words. and the 

hurt corne on to us, endless words ; and a seer's techniques have brought us, terror and 

the truth" ( 1 13710). The chorus correctly suspects that underneath Cassandra's odd 

words there can only be one tnnh: death. 

Cassandra cannot. however. be content with the implicit understanding of the 

Dionysian chorus. Having refùsed lus advances, Cassandra has been punished by the god 

Apollo. Apollo does not take away Cassandra's access to Dionysian knowledge. She is 

still capable of understanding the unavoidable destiny of hurnanity. Mead, Apollo 

curses Cassandra in a more potent marner: he withdraws her abilih ro translate her 

prophecy into the ordered Apdonian fom, while at the same time propelling her 

continually to attempt and desire this translation. Cassandra. propelled by Apollo's evil 

gik must therefore continue to ny to confine the semiotic shape of her oracle into 

synbolic form. In order to accomplish this. she must communicate in words a i t h  the 

Ieader of the chorus. She rnust name the horror of the houe of Atreus. 

As she tells the chorus that she stands on --the banks of Acheron" (1 165)' she is 

poised on the boundary between boditv semiosrs and the discursive realm. S he is in 

what Knsteva calls the thetic phase which -'marque un seuil entre deus domaines 

hétérogènes: le sémiotique et le symbolique. Le second comprend une partie du premier, 

et leur scission se marque désormais par la coupure si_miifiant'signifië* (46). Crossing 

this thetic threshold, Cassandra's speech changes fiom lyric Song to iambic Iines, 'rhe 

medium of rational discourse" (Mack et al 542: nt- 9). In this new discourse, she 
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promises '-the truth" ( 1 185) and "no more nddes" (1 l90), and to prove her honesty and 

her ability. she accurately tells the chorus leader of the s toc of Thyestes. Close to the 

thetic "moment," Cassandra momentarily regresses into the profound chaos and distress 

of her vision. repeating her babble (1 113)  and her metaphors. She calls Clytaemnestra 

"the woman" (1 344), "sorne sea monster" (1 246), and the "raging mother of death" 

(1219), but she is unable to use Clytaemnestra's name, the socially sanctioned signifier. 

ro identie the murderer of Agamemnon. 

Cassandra wrestles with the semiotic material of her prophecies and her inability 

to translate them which has been dislocating her signiQing efforts. liltirnately, she 

succeeds, telling the leader of the chorus: ".4gamemnon. You \ d l  see him d e a d  

(1763). Cuned by Apollo to tq to force her prophecies into a linguistic order, 

Cassandra is doomed by Apollo never to achieve the formal perfection required by the 

Apollonian impulse. No l istener will believe her prophecies: she successful ly narnes the 

victim and the nature of the "monstrous thing." but her thetic achievement fails because 

the two elements of a linguistic sign the signifier and the signified, require that their 

joining be sanctioned by social accord. That manifestation of the Apollonian prtnczprzrm 

indzvidz.mionis. the leader of the choms, does not accept Cassandra's linguistic 

construction, rehsing to allow her sipns to enter into discourse: "Peace, poor girl! Put 

those words to sleep" ( 1264). However, the proximity of this signifier and signified 

causes the leader to question Cassandra's logic. asking: 'What man prepares this, this 

dreadful -" (1 268). The leader has not understood Cassandra's poetically distorted 

s i g s  in whch Clytaemnestra is the signified. The sybolic  form required for 
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communication between individuals is unatîainable and Cassandra gives up: "And yet 1 

know my Greek.. too well-' ( 127 1 ). 

Accepting the Futility of her artempts and the inevitability of her death. Cassandra 

attempts to purge henelf of the Apollonian. She removes her regalia and screams 

-'Doun out die die die!" i 1285). Misunderstood by the leader of the chorus until the 

end Cassandra walks into the houe of Atreus with the certainty of her fate and with the 

hope that her death wvill be recounred in the funire. She asks the chorus. "Friends - 1 

cried out, ! not from fear like a bird fiesh caught, .' but that p u  will testi- to how 1 died. 

When the queen- woman for woman, dies for me. and a man fails for the man who 

married grief. .: That's al1 1 ask, my friends. A stranger's gift ! for one about to die" 

( 1342-7). She asks that the chorus do what she has been unable to do: tell her story in 

words which other individuals wilI understand 

The chorus. however. does appear to have understood the implications of 

Cassandra's prophecy. Their collective understanding of the extralinguistic essence of 

Cassandra's prophecy is implied in their words after the Trojan princes bas entered the 

house of Atreus. Like Cassancira's earlier utterances, the chorus's speech is riddled with 

metaphors and pronouns. '-But the lust for power never dies --," the'. remark. "men 

cannot have enough. ! No one will l ie a hand to send it .: fiom his door, to give it 

waming , '-Power. never corne again!" ( 139-63). The chorus understands the destiny 

that Cassandra has foreseen because it is not consmined by the Apollonian need for a 

fornial ( linguistic ) expression of Cassandra' s hodi& sernros~s. 

The leader of the chorus also soon l ems  the implications of Cassandra's 
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mysterious words. Cries from mithin the house of Atreus prompt the men of the c h o m  

ro investigate the sounds of murder. The open doors reveal the mutilated bodies of 

A-memnon and Cassandra and the triumphant murderer Clytaemnestm Ironically, 1 4 1  

her death. Cassandra's linguistic signs achieve coherence: the signifier is united wlth the 

signified and their union is understood by all. nie moment of death thur appears to 

q r e s e n t  a triumph for the Apollonian impulse and the discursive - perfect form and 

stability of the s i g  is acquired- 

Cassandra's murder. as 1 pointed out above, is the central event in both 

Aeschylus's and Wolf s depictiow. To represent death the ultimate incommunicable 

experience of humanin, is the goal of the teleologicall y-driven consrncring discourses 

which form subjectivity. As Roland Barthes purs it: 'the h c t i o n  of discoune ... is to 

conceive the inconceivable. that is. to leave nothing outside words and to allow the worid 

no ineffables" (qtd in Gallop 14). Representation. which in its most mthless form 

depends upon the unification of the signifier and sipified and the elimination of 

polwdence. is, as Ejisteva points out, a f o m  of murder (Révolution 70). Discourse mii l  

thus murder in an attempt to capture that last (and ultimately mattainable) 

unrepresentable: death. 

Traditionally, the sublime has been conceived as a "going close to death" 

(Freeman 161, a death-like experience where the subject discovers hisiher own power by 

overcoming (if only momentarily) hisiher own mortalih. In Burke's analysis the sublime 

is linked to fear; and fear c m  be related to fear of death. Burke writes, "No passion so 

effectively robs the mind of all ils powen of acting and reasoning as fear. For fear, being 
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an apprehension of pain or death, operates in a manner that resembles actual pain" (96 j. 

This terror. according to Burke. provolies feelings of the sublime because it is not 

"noxious'' and does not actually threaten the subject. Similarly, Kant describes the 

dynarnically sublime as a judgement which reinforces the subject's convicrion of his 

power over the threatening forces of nature. He daims that objects such as overhanging 

rocks. volcanoes. the oceans and waterfalls are labelled sublime because the- offer the 

subject a glirnpse of hs supremacy over nature (and death): 

Aber ihr hb l i ck  wird nu urn desto anziehender? je furchtbarer er 1st. 
wenn wir uns nur in Sicherheit befinden: und wir nennen diese 
Gegenstande gem erhaben, weil sie die Seelenstarke über ihr 
gewohnliches Mittelmal3 erhôhen und ein Vermogen ni widrrstehen von 
ganz anderer Art in uns entdecken lassen, welches uns Mut macht, uns mit 
der scheinbaren Allgewalt der Natur messen zu konnen. ( 107) 

This thIl of de-ng death by representing and vanquishing its potentially overwhelming 

power over humanity charactenzes the murderous impulse of subject-constructing 

discounes. The victim - the unrepresentable - is sacrificed to reinforce the appearance 

of discursive representational accuracy and consequently the unie of the subject. 

in my mode1 of the sublime a "going close to death" does not entail murder: the 

inexpressible remains silent and the subject's coherence is rnornentarily shattered. This 

subject cannot relish hisher power over the seeming omnipotency of nature. She does, 

however. physically survive her!his encounter with the inexpressible. In contrast. 

Aeschylus's Cassandra - the object - is not allowed to sunive after her encounter with 

the sublime and its exposure of a non-linguistic type of semiosis. Cassandra_ who 

struggles to express her howledge of the fate of the house of Atreus in words. is killed 
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by the words, the discourse which she attempts to use to express her prophecy. She is a 

victirn of the logocentric desire to represent death which uses her murder to reassure 

itself of its power over the e.vtralinguistic realm of semiosis and its possible subversive 

power. While CIytaemnestra ma'; yield the knife that kills Cassandra. it is this discome 

of "father-ri@t.- and '3ustice" - the pre-eminent themes of Aeschylus's trilogy - which 

places the h i f e  in her han& 

h r n i n g  to Speak the Body in Christa Wolf s Kmsandra 

Three thousand years later. the Dionysian impulse and buriz/>- semrosis take 

revenge on Apollonian discourse; and Cassandra's desire that someone "testiv* to how 

she died is fulfilled. In her nowl Kassadru Chnsta Wolf rewrites the story of 

Cassandra's plight l0 Unlike Aeschylus's "objectified" Cassandrq Wolf s protagonist, a 

subject with the capabilities of saying '-1." is not murdered as a result of the consrnicrrnp 

d i s c o ~ s e s  ' desire for representational accuracy. Rather, in Wolf s novel it is clearly 

bodrZy sernrosrs which is privileged at the moment of death. and an? representational 

impulse to depict Cassandra's death is thwarted leaving the Trojan princess free from 

the ravages of discourse. 

' O  In order to mainmin consistent style 1 a111 continue using the English spellings of the 
Greek names in rny own prose. In quotations these names wi-ill- of course, appear in their 
Germari forms. 



Sonja H i h n p r  identifies Wolf s novel Kussandra and the accompanying series 

of lectures on poetics. which are entitled Lbrausser~ungen einer Er~ülzlzmg, as écriture 

féminine or, in Ceman Weibliches Schreiben, a concept alluded to in Wolf s fourth 

asay  in the volume. Assuming Kristeva and Cisous's connection benveen sesuality and 

textualiq, Hilzinger isolates four characteristics of Weibliches Schreiben reflected in 

Wolf s novel. According to Hilzinger. these characteristics are: 

- Subjektivierung des Erzahlens; 
- parteiische Kntik an paaiarchalen Verhaltnissen bei gleichzeitiger 
Antizipation besserer Verhaltnisse; 
-- Widerstand gegen Vergessen und Verdriingen auf personlicher mie 
gesellschaftlic her Ebene; 
- formale VieIfalt und Expenmentierfieudigkeit, keine kanonisierbaren 
Formen. (91) 

While Hilzinger certainly describes the salient features of Wolf s novel. 1 believe that she 

misses a crucial feature of Wolf s écrirurefémznine. ' ' Ln her lecture "Ein Brief über 

Eindeutigkeit und Mehrdeutigkeit Bestimmtheit und Unbestimmtheit: über sehr alte 

Zustande und neue Seh-Raster; über Objektivitat" Wolf criticizes the reductive 

tendencies of Western thought: "Diesen Weg ist doch. vereinfacht gesagt, das 

abendlmdische Denken gepnpx, den Weg der Sonderung, der Analyse, des Vemchts 

auf die Mannipfdtigkeir der Erscheinungen zu-nsten des Dualismus. des Monismus. 

zugunsten der Geschlossenheit von Weltbildern und Systemen; des Verzichts auf 

Subjektivitiit zugunsten gesicherter 'Objektivitat'" ( I%ramsecungen 139). It is this 

" Although 1 only examine two contemporaq novels associated with the écriture 
féminine movement in this thesis, there is evidence that other novels in this experimental 
tradition also explore this thematic. For instance, Daphne Marian's Ana Historic or Gai1 
Scott3 Muin Brides, Canadian novels which are identified with the écriture féminine 
genre, both present a critique of subjectivity. - 



critique of subjectivîty and subject'object dialectics uhich form a crucial element of 

Wolf s narrative. Hilzinger misses that the formal expenmentation of we~bhches 

Schreiben entails a critique of subjectivity itself. not merely a "subjectification" of the 

narrative. " hdeed. in Wolf s novel the very inte-gîty of the subject is brought into 

question by an encounter with the sublime. The neat subjectlobject division which 

protects the subject from alterity disappean in Wolf s text. Cassandra is not freed from 

the terron of '-going close to death," which in Kassandm are reflected in the 

prophetess-s inability to translate an extralinguistic semiotic product into the 

comtmcrtng discourses producing subjectiviw. 

As she stands before the gates of the Mycenaean fomess, Wolf s character does 

not undergo the sarne teleological stmggle to be understood as Aeschylus*~ Cassandra 

does. She does not agonize to express her Iinowledge of her imminent death to the 

crowds which have gathered to celebrate the rehirn of Agamemnon. Rather, she is highly 

introspective and reflectr upon the pasr and the events which have brought her to 

Mycenae. Cassandra's reflec tions as s he approac hes her death form the narrative of 

Wolf s novel. 

Three millemia. it appean: have diluted the absolute nature of Apollo's curse. In 

" Thomas Fox points out that the mistnist of language exhibited in Wolf s novel is 
typical in East German prose. He insighdully argues that this discornfort with lanpge  
is not a profound scepticism about the place of language in our society, but it is critic of 
the use of language to promote certain agendas . He comments that East Gerrnan authors 
do not "radical(ly1 question[] the possibility of communication" ( 10 j; rather, they 
"comment ... on the nefarious effects of the public language" (9). 1 believe that this 
critique of Ianpge exppads into a critique of subjectivity and the role of language in 
forming subjectivity. 



the end Cassandra no longer fruitlessly struggles to translate her prophecies into 

discursive fom: and, as Wolf explains. to an onlooker such as herself Cassandra's tords 

are now completely comprehensible and believable: 

Kassandra. [ch sah sie gleich. Siel die Gefangene. nahm mich -fangen_ 
sie, selbst Objek fiemder Zwecke- besetzte mich. Spater \\*de ich 
danach @en, mm, wo und von wem die notigen Übereinkùnfte 
oetroffen waren: Der Zauber wirkte sofort. Ihr glaubte ich jedes W o q  das 
CI 

szab es noch bedin,aungsIoses Vertrauen. Dreitausend Jahre - 
C 

weg_oeschrnolzen. So bewahrte sich die Sehergabe, die ihr der Gott 
verlieh, nur schwand sein Richtspruch, daf3 ihr niemand @auben werde. 
Glaubwvürdig war sie mir in einem andem Sinn: Mir schien, daD sie als 
einzige in diesem Stück sich selber kannte. ( I brauîsrczmngen 10) 

In delivering this Cassandra "who hows  henelf" hom the objectification of the 

discursive need for representation, Wolf relieves Cassandra of her sparrow's Song. Wolf. 

Iike the translater Oskar Werner, presents Cassandra-s cries of woe in a symbolic form: 

"Wehe. wehe. wehe." cries Cassandra as she understands that Tro!. will certainly lose the 

war with the Greeks (69). Her vocal babbk eliminated Cassandra's budi- serniosis is 

inscribed in the frenetic. almost epileptic fits fiom which she suffers. Despite this 

deviation fiom Aeschylus's version, Wolf s Kassandra nevertheles depicts a similar 

translation cycle behveen boddi sernrosrs and constnmcrrng discour-re as described in 

Aeschylus's tragedy. l3  

l 3  Several critics have connected Cassandra's mistnist of languaee and her body's 
semiotic efforts with the Knstevan distinction between the Svmbolrc Order and the 
semiotic chora (for instance, Roebling 229; Jankowsky 24). Othen have explored the 
Iayered construction of Cassandra's subjectivity, identi-ng layers of '-weibliche 
Stimme" and -'miindiches Diskurs" (Neumann 217), -'Erfahrungen" and '-Bedürfhissen" 
(Mauser 295), and "Bewvdtsein" and "Unbewdtsein" (Hom 89). However. none of 
these authors articulates the translation process which Cassandra undergoes. 
Funhermore, none associates Cassandra's moments of blockage with theories of the 
sublime. 
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Wolf s Cassandra encounten the sublime, not once as in Aeschylus's play' but 

four times. The first three rimes are depicted in the narrative span of the novel: the 

fourth and final tirne - Cassandra's procession towards her own death - rernains outside 

the narrative. The three episodes in which Cassandra's bodi-. serniosts anests the 

translation cycle share the sarne pattern. In each episode Cassandra is overcome with 

pain caused in the first episode by the deaùi of her favourite brother and in the following 

two episodes by her prophetic insight that Troy would fall. Unable to express the pain in 

laquage. Cassandra's body spasmodically "wrïtes" or -'sings" the story of its own pain 

with flailing lirnbs and screams in a manger's voice. 

As she [vairs to be called into the Mycenaean fomess by Cl-aemnesîra, 

Cassandra reflects on her sensitivity to her body's sibm: "Wie jedem Menschen gab mir 

der Korper Zeichen: anders als andre war ich nicht imstande. die Zeichen ni übergehn" 

(68). This sensitivity (or perhaps inability to translate her boddy semrosrs) prompts the 

fits which Cassandra endures. Cassandra recalls the first rime her family and her fellow 

Trojans declare her insane. "Sie ist von Simen," (5 1 ) they say as Cassandra is ravaged 

by her _&ef over the death of her brother Aisakos. Ulen she is a o u n g  girl. Aisalios 

commits suicide by jumping into the sea after his young wife had died in childbirth. 

Calchas. the seer. recognizes the transformed fi-rmre of Aisakos when a black divins bird 

appears at the spot where Aisakos drowned. The young Cassandra is not, however, 

willing to accept this version of Aisakos's transformation. and she does not want ro 

acknowledge the bird as a replacement for her brother. Cassandra's fit begins with the 

uncontrollable movements of her body. As in the other nvo episodes. Cassandra's boJi!v 
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semiosts is fnghtenino, to those around her, and the wild gestures of her body are quickly 

resaained bv others: 

Hekabe die Mutter hat mit Amen, in denen Marinerkraft steckte. meîne 
mckenden bebenden Schultem gesen die Wand gedrückt - immer das 
Zucken meiner Glieder. îrnrner die kdte, harte Wand eegen sie. Leben 
eegen Tod die Kraft der Mutter gegen meine Ohnmachtr immer eine 
C 

Sklavin? die meinen Koft festhielt. (5 1-2) 

The physical strength of  othen is necessary in evev one of Cassandra's fits to confine 

the rebell ious --sang- of Cassandra- s body. Unresîrained by i ts constnrcrrtsg drscoirrses 

which control ~ubjectivity~ Cassandra's physicality must be limited by the arms of those 

individuals who form her community. a community which nonnally defines itself by a 

shared discourse. 

Cassamira3 second episode of bodi(i, sernrosrs occurs after she l e a s  that 

Calchas the seer has deserted Tory. Calchas had accompanied the second Trojan ship on 

its mission to Greece. The Trojans? intent on recovenng Priam's sister who had 

apparently been kidnapped by the Greeks, sent three ships to Greece - the final trip 

resulted in the kidnapping of Menelaus's wife Helen. On the second voyage. however. 

the Trojan ship returned without Calchas. the respected priest and seer of the Trojans. 

There is no officia1 esplanation for Calchas3 absence. but Cassandra's semant Marpessa 

tells her that Calchas, who was p n w  to al1 of Troy's state secrets, has deserted the 

Trojans for the Greeks. Marpessa's news is onl- confirmation of what Cassandra has 

already suspecteci, and when Aeneas. Cassandra's lover, repeats the story, Cassandra's 

body takes over. She - her subjectivih distanced fiom the actions of her body -- hears a 

strange voice corne fiom her body. This voice, a physica1 manifesîation, speaks in 



comprehensible words: 

Und ich hane von Anfang an gew.d3t, daB Marpessa die Wahrheit sprach. 
Und ich. horte ich mich zu Aineias sagen ich habe es von Anfang an 
ge~uOt. Die Stimrne, die das sage. aru mir fremd? und natùrlich wciB 
ich heute. weiB ich seit langm, es war kein Zufdl. daB diese fremde 
Stimme, die mir of? in der Kehle gesteckt hatte. in seiner Gegenwan tum 
erstenmal am mir sprach. Willentlich lieB ich sie fiei, damit sie mich 
nicht zerrisse: was d m  kam. hatte ich nicht in der Hand. Ich hab gewufh. 
ich hab es gewl3t. immer mit dieser fremden hohen wimrnemden 
Stimme, vor der ich mich in Sicherheit bringen mate ,  mich an Aineias 
anklammern, der erschrocken war, aber standhielt. (46) 

In its lingistic fom, the words of the strange voice do not onpinate in a prediscursive 

body. The body's functions, specified by lanagage_ remain distinct in Cassandra's fit. 

Her voice. her hand, her arms, her legs each perform a different "song" and each Song 

remains identifiable to Cassandra. 

Cassandra's third attack occurs during a dimer paty with the Greek king 

Menelaus. Her brother Paris. who had been abandoned at birth because of Hecuba's 

dream which predicted that Pans would burn do\m al1 of Troy. has been accepted back 

into the farnily without question. He is dlied with Eumelos, the head of the palace 

-urds and one of the major fi_pres in the increasing tension benveen the Trojans and the 

Greeks. Because of this alliance, Park is secure in his position in the royal court, and 

when he is rude to Menelaus. he does not listen to Hecuba's commands to stay silent. 

Paris vows to go to Greece to find Priam's sister who has been kidnapped by the Greeks. 

This threat causes Cassandra to si& tnto another seizure. Once again her body's reaction 

to the developments in Troy surpasses her mind's ability to process these events. 

Although prophecy is traditionally linked to the act of '-seein-" Cassandra describes this 



phenomenon as "experiencing": 

Emihr - ja das ist das Won:  de^ einr Er fahmg \var es. ist es. wenn ich 
"sehr". --sah": Was in dieser Stunde seinen Ausgang nahm. war use r  
Untergang. Stillstand der Zeit ich ~ ~ i i n s c h  es niemandem. Und 
Grabeskiiite. Endgüitige Frerndheit, schien es, gegenüber mir und 
jedemann. Bis endlich die entsetzliche Qual, als Stimme. sich aus mir. 
durch mich hindurch und mich zerreiBend ihren Weg gebahnt hane und 
sich losgernacht. Ein pfeifendes. ein auf dem lemen Loch pfeifendes 
Stimmchen. das mir das Blut aus den Adem treibt und die Haare zu Berge 
stehn laBt (69) 

Cassandra's fit unleashes physical stren-gh which she did not realize that she possessed: 

"Ich hatte die Kraft von drei Miinnern - unvontellbar. welche Gegenkraft die vorher 

zebiindigt hane" < 72). By unieashing this force. Cassandra feels tom apart by --IWO - 
adversaries. " The adversaries are her bod*. semfosis and the cons»ucting discourses 

which shape her subjectivity. The hvo clash: the prophecy. understood first at a pre- 

linguistic level' tells her that Troy will fall. but Cassandra cannot accept that her world 

will collapse. Her only choice. she claims. is to slip into a world of madness: a realm 

where langage loses its meaning and the body and its movements become the only 

means of expression lefi. Upon this third fit Cassandra sinks into insanity: allo\~ing no 

one near her until Aisakos3 mother Arisbe convinces her to r e t m  to a state of 

coherence. 

Cassandra's exposure to sublirnity and the pain espressed bu her b o d ~  are linked 

in Aeschylus's play and Wolf s novel to the dificulties of pregnancy and birth. 

Aeschylus's Cassandra cries out that her pain is like 'birth pang[s]" (11. 1223). In a 

related episode, Wolf s Cassandra dreams of giving birth to a toad after the death of her 

brother Aisakos and her first fit (53). She decides that she never wants children afier this 



dream. Her decision, however, is thwarted by her father's political ambitions, and she is 

forced, near the end of rhe war. to many Euqplos to assure his alliance wïth the Trojans. 

Euryplos is killed shortly after their marriage: but Cassandra is already pregnant. She 

cives birth to twins. who remain with her until her death. Cassandra's experience with 
CI 

pregnancy provides her with insights into her body and allows her to compare the 

rnovements of her emotions with the movements of the chiidren in her uterus: 

"Merkwürdiger Einfall: Die Bewegungen der Seele in mir dichen den Bewegungen der 

Kinder in meinem Leib. ein leises Sichregen, ein Sichruhren rie im Traurn" i 9 1 ). 

Beyond these nvo accounts of Cassandra7s life, Greek tradition has ofien linked 

female infenilih with prophecy. The -hia. for instance. wre always menopausal 

wornen (Loewe and BIacker 99). These connections between prophetic ability and 

infertile labour and quickening suggest a cornparison behveen the reception of an oracle 

and pregancy. Prepancy is a state in which subject boundaries are blurred and in 

which the body produces the infinite possibilities of a new life. Krïsteva describes this 

subject-altering experience of pregnancy: 

Cells fuse. split and pro1 iferate: volumes grow. tissues strerc h. and body 
fluids change rhythm' speeding up or slowing down. Within the body, 
growing as a ,gaR indomitable, there is an other. And no one is present, 
nithin that sirndtaneous dual and alien space, to signiQ what is going on. 
"It happens. but I am not there." "1 cannot realize it, but it goes on." 
Motherhood's impossible syllogisrn. ("Motherhood" 237) 

Pregnancy, and the infinite possibilities housed wi-thin the pregnant body, offers a 

mode1 for the generative potentials of bodili semrosrs. Contained within the mother's 

physical boundaries and an extension of her subjectivity (the pregant woman still 
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interacts within the discursive noms of socieq), the fetal life is new semiohc material 

which- upon its birth? wil l  be defined and modded bu the consmicting discounes wvhich 

form subjectivity. Pregnancy, however, is a state in which the activity of the 

construcring discozirses do not affect the fetal life. Prophecy. as a metaphoric prepancy. 

is a sirni1a.r stare of suspension which, after birth (translation into a lin,guistic fonn), 

creates new semiotic material to be shaped into discourse. This new materiai has 

important ramifications for the subject; and in Cassandra's case diis material forces a 

discursive shifi. After this shifi Cassandra seeks out alternative discourses which 

confiyre subjebivity and femininity differently. 

Afier her first fit. Cassandra moves fiom childhood into adolescence where she 

increasingly identifies herself with the political world of Troy and the state duties of her 

father. Aisakos. her beloved brother, had played ofren with the child Cassandra. He had 

carried her on his shoulders through the courtyards and alleys of the city and had 

affectionarrlp called her --meine arme Heine Schwester" ( 5  1 ). When she is recovcring 

fiom her frantic episode, it 1s the presence of her father which she cherishes the most. 

He explains to her the dificult political situations with which he must deal. and he 

expresses his regret that Cassandra could not join him in the council. "Ich liebte den 

-. 
Vater noch mehr ais sonst, wenn er sich urn mich sorgte, Cassandra prociaims (52).  

Within Troy, the young adult Cassandra clearly positions herself as the favourite 

daughter of the king, a position which she ironically uses, afier her second fit, to begin to 

distance henelf fiom the political situation in Troy. Cassandra thus redefines and 

associates herself wlth a new discourse afier the terrors of this first epileptic-like episode. 
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Cassandra's second fit affects her far more profoundly than the fint one. Indeed, 

Cassandra marks this second fit as a major tuming point in her life: "mein Leben teilte 

sich d m  eine Weile in die Zeit vor dem Anfdl und die Zeit nach dem Anfail" (47). As 

Irmgard Roebling explains. ir is afier this event that Caçsandra recognizes the fiagility of 

her understanding of reality. She writes, "Kassandra, die ihre Identiat als gebunden an 

die (sprachlich vermittelten) symbolischen und gesellschafilichen Institutionen 

bescreiben hat. erlebt hier zum ersten Mal deutl ic h den entfremdeten heterogenen 

Charaher ihrer eigenen Subjekivitat. die sie in einen Zustand ninehrnender 

Ziviespaltigkeit und Selbstzweifel bringt" (2 17). In a desperate attempt to isolate herself 

fiom the hem-ing political developments in Troy. Cassandra decidzs to become a 

priestess at the temple of Apollo: "Wie ein Schiffbrllchiger das retiende Festiand 

ersehnte ich das Priesteramt"(l7). She uses her influence with her father to secure this 

position for herself, ignoring her sister Polyxena's desire for the same pod. Her 

increasing mistrust in the discursive systems which circulate in Troy force her to 

overlook the needs of her sister and to seek out an alternative discourse which offers an 

equally stable version of reality . 

The third and mon violent fit leads to a complete collapse in Cassandra's 

subjective boundaries and the most apparent discursive shifi. Cassandra sinks into the 

darhess of insanity, a place where she would not be forced to express her pain in words. 

She esplains: "Nur der Wahnsinn schützte mich vor dern unertraglicheii Schrnerz" (7 1 ). 

This 1st seinire occurs afier Cassandra has realized that the realiîy she had previously 

esperienced in Trop was a product of Ian-age, lan-ge which could easily be 



rnanipuiated to provoke war with the Greeks. Before her fit she learns of the rising 

power of Eumelos. a palace - a r d  who had initiated linguistic reforms aimed at 

demonizing the Greeks: 

Am Kofi der Tafel Priamos, Hskabe, Menelaos. der Gast. den niemand 
mehr "Gasdieund nennen sollte. Was'? Wer verbot dem das! Eurnelos. 
hieB es. Eumelos? Wer 1st Eurnelos. Achja Jener Mann im Rat, dern 
jetzt die Palastwache unterstand. Seit wann entschied ein Offizier über 
den Gebrauch von Wortem. Seitdem die, die sich die "KonigsparteÏ- 
nannten. in dem Spartaner Menelaos nicht den Gastfieund sondern den 
Kundschafter oder Provakateur sahn. Den künftigen Feind. Seitdem sie 
ihn mit einem Sicherheirsnerz umgeben hatten. Ein neues Won. Dafur 
gab man das aite, Gastfreund; her. Was sind Worter. (65) 

Ansbe. an old woman rumoured to have been the lover of Priam. is the only one able to 

rescue Cassandra from the darkness of insanity which she experiences. Cassandra leams 

to say -'I" again (731, but it is not h e  same "1" Cassandra had uttered before her collapse. 

"Du hattest dich veriindert." Cassandra's lover Aeneas explains, justifjing his absence 

from Cassandra's life afier the seizure ( 77). Disillusioned uith Trojan society. 

Cassandra subsequently leaves Troy to join the women who lived by the banks of the 

river Scamander. This alternative society, of which Arisbe is a member. worships the 

eoddess Cybele and practises peaceful. non-hierarchical relationships. relationships - 
which are not determined by gender di fferences: 

Wir lebten selber arm. Wir sangen viel, kann ich mich erinnem. Redeten 
viel, abends am Feuer in Arisbes Hohie, in der die Wandfigur der Gottin 
wie lebendig war. Killa und andre Frauen beteten zu ihr und legten 
Opfergaben nieder. Niemand hinderte sie daran.. . . Wir honen nicht auf. 
zu lemen. Jede gab der anderen von ihrem ganz besonderen Wissen ab .... 
Wir erzahlten uns unsre Traume, viele staunten, wieviel sie uns verraten. 
Oft aber, eigentiich am meisten redeten wir über die, die nach uns kiimen. 
Wie sie Mren. Ob sie uns noch kemten. Ob sie, was wir versaurnt, 
nachholen \Mirden_ was wir falsch gemacht. verbessem. ( 152) 



No longer the favourite daughter of Priam (he imprisons her afier she refuses to condone 

the council*~ plan to lure the Greck hero Achilles into the temple of Apollo by prornising 

him rnaniage with the princess Polyxena), Cassandra m u t  abandon this position. 

Moreoverl Cassandra is no longer able to perf'orm her duties as a priestess. Her belief in 

the gods decreases proportionaily to the escalation of the horron of war. She explains 

that she has no more use for this type of belief: "der Glaube wich allmahlich von mir. so 

wie manchmal eine b n k h e i t  weicht, und eines Tages sasst du dir, du bist gesund. Die 

Krankheit findet keinen Boden mehr in dir. So auch der Glauben-- ( 1 14 j. Disillusioned 

by her father and by religion Cassandra chooses to assume a new subject position in the 

society of women who live on the river banks. 

In this alternative society Cassandra Iearns to lis~en to and to privilege the 

semiotic efforts of her body. The women of this cornmunity teach Cassandra another 

form of communication, one which extends beyond words. In her first encounter with 

this society shr obsents the ecs~atic rituals of these women. Dancing for Cybele. these 

women "sing" with their bodies as a form of wonhip (24). Near the end of her narrative, 

Cassandra promises. in fact. to speak from her body if she has the time. 

Cassandra runs out of time to speak fiom her body. but she understands that her 

body's semiotic abilities will outlive her need to translate [hem into discourse: "ich habe 

irnmer mehr an Bildem gehangen als an Worten, es ist wohi m e r h w ~ d i g  und ein 

Widenpruch ni rneinem Benif. aber dem kann ich nicht mehr nachgehn. Das Letne 

wird ein Bild sein, kein Wort. Vor den Bildem sterben die Worter'' (26). She asks 
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herself, moreover, if her body will take over before her death (26) .  Indeed, Cassandra's 

lm moments remain unencumbered with Langage. She begins her narrative stating. 

"Mit der Erzahlung geh ich in den Tod" ( 5 ) ,  but uniike in Aeschylus's portra~al, 

Cassandra's death is never represented in Wolf s novel. It remains outside of the 

nanative, a linguistic gesnire to the inexpressibility of death. 

Irmgard Roebling daims that Cassandra remains a victim of her semiotic and 

s y b o l i c  duality. She explains: "kassandra bleibt daher ein Opfer ihrer Spaltung, 

tîngespannt irn Test mischen die anhaltenden Ansprüche sowohl eines weiblichen \vie 

eines vaterlichen Diskunes .... Sie erfahrt sich bis zuleat unter dem doppelten Anspruch 

von KreatürlicMeit und Subordinationszwang. dem widenprüchlichen Anspnich der . . . 

"serniotischen" und "synbolischen" Krafte' (229). Roebling, 1 believe, misunderstands 

the nature of the relationship benveen the bodi!~ sernrvsis and construcring dzscour.tcs in 

Wolf s K~~rsurndru. Cassandra is perhaps a victim of the circumstances of the Trojan 

war. but shr is not a victim of her own mistrust of lan,wge and discovery of the 

extralinguistic. Rather, the injustice done to Aeschylus's Cassandra is rectified in Wolf s 

narrative. Cassandra is not sacrificed or victimized here by the desires of teleological 

discourse. l n s t d  her death. now returned to the realm of the non-linguistic, reflects an 

appreciation of the polysemous nature of the inexpressible and an unwillîngness to assert 

a singular tmth over the life of the Trojan prophetess. Just as Irigaray predicts, the object 

who "sees" does initiate a disruption of subjectivih. She does so by Ieaming to speak of 

the body and acknowledging the sublimity of her own being. 



Chapter Three: 

Su bverting Apocalypse: 
Privileging the Sublime Moment 

in Nicole Brossard's 
Le Désert mauve 

Wie viele Wirklichkeiten =ab es in Troia noch auBer der 
meinen. die ich doch für die e i ~ g e  gehalten hatte. 
(Chnsta Wolf, Kussandra 25) 

Je suis morte trois ou quatre fois. (Hélène Cixous, "Venue 
à I'écriture" 3%) 

The desert remains the gound of any Arnencan sublime. 
( Rob Wilson, The Amerrcmz Sublime 202) 

As a novel which investigates the process of translation. Nicole Brossard's Le 

Désen mauve offers esplicit insight into the role of the body in the process and the 

difficulty of tramlating budi!\. semzosis into the linguistic realm of discourse. However, 

the esamination of subjecrrrq in process in Brossard's novel is not limited to the 

explicit discussion of translation. Divided into three sections, only one of which 

thematizes the process, Le DLser-r mauve also explores the relationship betteen. on the 

one hana the extralinguistic and, on the other, the acts of narrating, reading and w i t i n j  

in each respective part. 

The first section of this tripartite structure, as Karen Gould describes it (97), is 

witten by the fictional Laure Angstelle. This novelIa "Le désert mauve" - a "corn plete" 
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narrative within itself - is composed of two interwoven strands of narrative. The 

dominant and most complex mand is narrated by Mélanie and recounts her relarionship 

with her mother and her mothefs lover L o m  her trip to visit ber cousin Grazie in 

.Nbuquerque, and her encounter with Angela Parkins. a s u r v e y  who is worliing in the 

desert. The second strand, disthguished from the fint by traditional chapter headings 

and narrated by a third person narrator, tells of the mysterious "homme long" and his 

obsession with equations and explosions. In this section both Mélanie and the "homme 

long" seek to understand the meming and importance of the Arizona desert ( a metaphor 

for the unspeakable) in their [ives. 

In the second part of Brossard's novel a third-person narrator describes Maude 

Laures's fascination with Laure Angstelle's novella Maude, a tacher in a girls' college 

who purchased Angstelle's novella in a used bookstore in Montréal ( 12 1 )_ has decided to 

translate the novellar and her notes on the novella and her thoughts on translating it fom 

part of this second section of Le déserr mumze entitled ''Un livre a traduire." A1so 

written in French, Maude 's translation of Angstel le's novella, "Mauve, 1 'horizob" 

comprises the third and last part of the novel. Each part of Le déseri m a w e  is 

distinguished by its own set of page numbers. and the two novellas which begin and end 

the novel have their o w  distinct covers. A second set of conventional page numbers 

nuis throu@out the entire novel and ties the three sections of the novel together. 

The most salient event of the novel occurs at the conclusion of the first section. 

Laure Angstefle's novella climaxes with the murder of the surveor Angela Parkins. 

Alice Parker claims that this final scene is "a knot the narrative does not untie" ( 1 17). 



Janet Paterson, moreover, identifies Angela Parkins ' s death as a "scénario 

apocalyptique" (122); typical. according to Paterson. of the postmodern fascination with 

"Ia mort, la destruction nucléaire, les détritus, la sexualité sans visage, l'angoisse et la 

peur" ( 177). AS Paterson concentrates mostly on the narrative of Laure Angstek's "Le 

désert mauve," she dws not recognize that this "scénario apocalyptique'' is the pivotai 

point (Irigaray's "centre blanc" perhaps) around which the following narrative spirals 

and fiom which Brossard builds her theory about the relationship between the 

eh?ralin+guistic and wnting, reading, and translating. ' 

With the apocalyptic structure, Brossard invokes a genre of writing which is best 

esemplified in the Jeuish and Christian Bibles.' The apocalyptic genre is typically 

characterized by its eschatological interest with the final destiny of human history and 

the conviction that the forces of good w i l l  be triumphant over the forces of evil. As 

Bernard McGinn explains, "the backdrop to this conviction implicitly or explicitlp 

sxpressed (sometimes through a sketch of the ages of the world)' \vas a determinisric 

' Aithough Le Désert mauve is designated a novel by Brossard, she ofien does not 
distinpsh between fictional u~it ing and theoretical writing. For instance, she labels her 
1977 work L ùmèr ou Le clzqicre efirré as '-théorie!fiction." In her introduction to 
L 'amèr ou Le chapitre eflrtté Louise Dupré explains the concept of théoriafiction: 
'LTheorielfiction, puisque le je s'arrête sur ce qui le relie au nous. Le précepte le privé est 
politique prend alors tout son sens: le singulier appelle le pluriel, la petite histoire 
individuelle rejoignant la condition de toutes les mères" (8). Le Désert mauve, I believe, 
is similarly a work with mong theoretical underpinnings. Indeed, the theoryifiction 
distinction is perhaps a false one which shouid be reexamined. In ths thesis, with both 
Brossard and Wolf s novels, I make the assumption that fiction is a form of theoretical 
undertaking. 

Passages of the Bible which contain apocalyptic visions are: Dan. 7: 1-8: Isaiah 21-27; 
Zechariah 9-14; Mark 13; and of course John's Book of Revelation (Johnson). 



view of universal history seen as culminating in the triple drama of crisis-judgment- 

vindication" (526 1. 

This '-triple drarna." as McGim puts it; is cenainly evïdent in the apocalytic 

vision which concludes the New Testament In John of PatmosTs book the imminence of 

an imprnding world crisis which wvill demonstrate the miùi of God is revealed. The Lord 

tells of his absoluteness and he promises to reward his sons - those who have remained 

faithful - and to punish those who do not obey his laws and his truth: 

And he who sat upon the throne said "Behold, 1 make ail things new." 
Also he said "Write this, for these words are austworthy and tme." And 
he said to me. "It is done! 1 am the Alpha and the Omega, the begînning 
and the end. To the thinty I will give frorn the fountain of the water of 
life uithout papem. He who conquen shall have his heritage, and I d l  
be his God and he shall be my son. But as for the cowardly, the faithless, 
the polluted as for murderen, fomicators, sorcerers, idolaters. and al1 
han, there lot shall be in îhe lake that bums with fire and sulphur. which 
is the second death..' (Rev. 2 1 : 5-9) 

Afier the p e n d  of judgernent a city illuminated by the 1 ight of God will be establ ished 

prophesies John. This city ni11 have no night, John \nitest and its gates ni11 never be 

closed to the faithful. Ail darhess, whether in the fonn of evil or of night, will be 

elirninated. and the faithfûl will enjoy an immortal existence free of trouble mev. 2 1 : 27- 

Angela Parkins's death. as the climactic event of Angstelle's novella, cenainly 

represents a crisis in the narrative. Most likely kiIled by the "homme long;" Angela "se 

dissipe dans le noir et le blanc de la réalité" (jO).' A victirn of the -'black and white" of 

3 The narrative of the novella does not allow the reader to simpIy conclude (as Maude 
Laures does) that the "homme long" is Angela's murderer. There are severai indications 
that Mélanie rnight have something to do with her death. Beyond her presence at the 



discourse, or of prinf Angela is judged (by whom, we do not know) and eliminated. Her 

death unburdens the namative of a disruptive presence (aithough the nature of the 

disruptive presence is ambiguous? depending on the idenîity of her murderer), and a telos 

is attained proklding the novella with a proper conclusion. 

The apocalyptic genre shares the structure of the comIructing discourses which 1 

descnbed in Chapter One. The revelation descr-ibed in the last book of the New 

Testament display the discursive desire for representational accuracy What is 

supposediy revealed is the accuracy and primacy of Christianity. Christianity c m  

provide, according to John's writing, the single and unique truth: and for those who 

believe in this truth. the ultimate revelation (the telos of the discourse 1 \\-il1 be rewarded 

wiih immortality. It is exactly this type of narrative economy which Cixous airns to 

subvert \cith her écriture -féminine: -'Elle dé-pense l'histoire uni fiante. ordomatrice qui 

homogénéise et canalise les forces et ramène les conîradictions dans la pratique d'un seul 

champ de bataille"  le rire" 43'). 

As the apocalyptic genre shares many of the characteristics of phallogocentric 

discourse. it is ironic that such a structure penades the test when its author is k n o w  to 

practise a fom of 2criture/émintne, undoubtedly inspired by Cixous's cal1 to women to 

disrupt the economy of the ,Cvmbolic Order. There is ample evidence to suggest that 

scene of Angela's death. Mélanie is subtly implicated in the crime throughout the 
narrative. For instance, Mélanie explains that she is farniliar with guns: "Je connais bien 
le plomb, le cuivre' les douilles de toutes les armes. Je connais les m e s .  Toute fille du 
désert apprend très jeune à tenir une arme et à conduire une auto" (2 1 ). Furthemore_ 
Mélanie tells us that she remained alert during the questioning ( 1 1 ), revealing that she 
was questioned by the authorities over the matter; and the "homme long" is never 
explicitly narned as the killer. I will r e m  to the significance of this ambiguity later on. 



Brossard does indeed *te deliberately in ths tradition For instance. in her collection 

of essays on poetics Lu lettre aérienne Brossard iTites about her understanding of the 

wwiting process: "Dans la mesure où je conçois t'écriture comme un mode d'emploi du 

corps. à savoir. comment le corps s'emploie à exister formellement dans la matière 

linguistique, je ne peux parler que d'écriture féminine etiou lesbienne" (:Letfie 71 ). 

Differentiating herself slightly fiorn Cixous. Nicole Brossard labels her form of witing 

as  écriture auféminrn (Lettre 43-66). an expression coined by Suzanne Lamy. Écriture 

ciu fémrnm is usually used in reference to fiction in which the subject is conscious of her 

position in our patriarchal society (Lotbiniere-Hanvood 62). Despite Brossard's distinct 

self-classification, it is clear that her writing shares man? of the same political goals as 

Cixous's. She asks: "Face au texte devenu impossible, puisqu'il nie la mémoire et 

I'identité de son auteur. puisqu'il résume le corps au neutre-masculin. comment. sans 

revenir non plus à une littérature linéaire. c'est-à-dire étroite et sans perspective, 

comment donc faire état de ce qui  travaille le corps féminin du dedans et sur toute sa 

surface? (Lzzrre 5 1 ).' 

If Brossard is writing with subversive aims, why does an apocalyptic structure - 

phallogocentic by nature - inforrn the construction of (at l e s t  one part of) the narrative 

of Le Désert mauve. M a t  place does ths apocalyptic climax have in Brossard's novel? 

4 Critics commenting on Le Désert mauve often point out Brossard's formal 
experimentation. Catherine Perry, for instance, suggests that "l'écrivaine ne veut laisser 
aucune ouverture dans ses textes par ou la pensée rationnelle pourrait pénétrer de façon à 
les saisir et les soumettre a I'analyse" (586). Perry does not recognize, however, the 
traditional apocalyptic structure of Laure Angstelle's novella' a form which does allow 
"rational" thought to penetrate the text  
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And indeed, what does this apocalypse have to do with the sublime, the main focus of my 

inquiry and. 1 believe, a major aspect of Brossard's novel? Does the apocahpsz, in its 

teleological dnve, suppress and den' any moment of sublimity as the Apollonian 

discourse does in Aeschylus's Agamemnon. or 1s there a subtle recuperation of the value 

of bodqv semiosis as in Wolf s Kassumira? Does the sublime, as the blockage of the 

translation process, have the subversive power to overcome the "scénario apocalyptique" 

(1 23) which dominates, as Janet Paterson's reading indicates. the novel? 

The (sublime) road is life 

Although Laure Angstelle's novella may end wvith an apocalqpse. it begins bu 

invoking the sublime. "Le désert est indescriptible," the narrator Melanie tells us: and 

indeed Melanie's narrative 1s a journe' into sublimity and an exploration of the non- 

linguistic p e r s  of her body which are s~mbolized by the wildemess of the desert of 

-4nzona. Ignoring the "sharp words" of her mother (, l3), Mélanie tlees into the desert to 

escape the confines of her rnother's motel in Tucson, which is filled with tourists, the 

sounds of television. and feelings of isolation caused by her mother's affair with her 

lover Lorna. 

For Mélanie. driving in the desert becomes an act of resistance in which she 

perpetuates the moment of blockage delaying the translation of her bodi[v semiosis into a 

consmctrng discourse. Her nocturnal drives into the desen are excursions into the 

potentials of her own subjectivity and into a place where she does not have to submit to 



the "reali~" - the language - of civilization.' She understands that this is a place of 

L'humanité était fragile parce qu'elle ne soupçonnait pas l'existence de 
I'.eizona. J'avais quinze ans et je désirais que tout soit comme en la 
fiagilité de mon corps, cette tolérance impatiente qui rend le corps 
nécessaire. J'étais experte au volanf les yeux fous en pleine nuit, jëtais 
capable dans le noir d'avancer. Je savais tout cela comme un désespoir 
pouvant m'affranchir de tout. L'éternité était une ombre dans la musique, 
une fièç~e du cerveau qui le fait basculer dans le décalque des autoroutes. 
(13) 

Humanity is fragile. according to Mélanie. because it denies the sublime and the 

wpeakable which fonn part of the subject and consequently part of human existence. 

Mélanie captures this sublime moment during her drives in the desert. She is capable of 

advancing into the darkness (the world withouî the light of discoune); and she never 

panics in the wilderness of the desert ( 1 8). She enjoys abandoning herself during 3 desen 

stom: the s tom becomes a retlection of the possibilities of her body beyond lan=guage: 

"Les nuits d'orage sec. je devenais tremblements, détonations, décharge totale. Puis je 

m'abandomais a toutes les illuminations, ces fissures qui comme autant de blessures 

lignaient mon corps virtuel, me liaient à I'immensité. Et alon le corps fond comme une 

lueur dans l'abrégé des mots7' (2 1 ). The intensity of the desert's unpredictability allows 

Mélanie to forget the "reality" of the motel: and the power of discourse to circurnscnbe 

her subjectivity dissipates, leaving oniy traces of its constructing strength: "En pleine nuit 

"Reality" is an important term in Brossard's writing. For Brossard, 7ealih" is defined 
by patriarchal forces in our society and is therefore alien to women. She writes. 
~jusu ' ic i  la réalité a été pour la plupart des femmes une fiction, c'est-à-dire le fniit 
d'une imagination qui n'est pas la leur et à laquelle elles ne parviennent pas réellement à 
s'adapter" (Lettre 53). It is important to keep in mind that in Brossard's novel "reality" 
1s not a preàiscursive referent but a patriarchal consmicrion. 
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ou même en pleine tempête de sable lorsque le pare-brise se couvre peu à peu, je sais être 

isolée de tout. concrète et irréelle tel un personnage circonscrit au volant d'une vieille 

Meteor7' ( 1  8). In the desert Mélanie fin& her potential beyond words: she is -'unreal" 

like a character who. although constnicted from words. esists beyond the test (the 

"reality") which created her. 

Mélanie cannot however. maintain rhis moment of sublimiq - she must translate 

the "desert" into "redity." She is simultaneously fightened of and attracted to words, 

medium of the consrructrng dzscozirsrs. She expresses her fear and uncertainn; of 

language: Tétais certaine de tout sauf des mots. La peur des mots. Peur lente. Peine a 

prononcer. Peine à entendre. Peine dans toutes mes veines" (26). Nevertheless. she 

cannot stop her impulse to wite, to translate herself into words. Sigificantly, she begins 

to \\rite in the maintenance journal of her car which lies underneath a pistol. the weapon 

used to kiI1 Angela Parkins. By writing Mélanie entes into the consrnrcring discourse - 

-'reality" --. and she becomes an object of this '-reality" which invades her imagemaking 

potvers: 

La sensation de vivre. la sensation de mourir, l'écriture comme une 
alternative parmi les images. Puis la réalité devint une IMAGE. Je 
m'endormis a l'aube, ficelée dans mes draps, objer de ['image .... Je 
connais maintenant la peur en différé .... Je connais la réalité. Je connais 
l'humanité si soudainement comme une ombre dans mes yeux Elle 
bouge lentement, si lentement l'humanité dans ses désirs. serpent lent 
dans le désert, elle se cache, elle mue. Elle ne bouge plus, ce n'est que 
peau désertée.. . . La peur de la peau creuse est "fortiche'? comme une petite 
réalité fétiche dans les beau sentiers orange et jade. La peau fait peur 
aux touristes. La peau, c'est ça. (27) 

By knowing "reaiity;" Mélanie experiences the fears of humanity. She understands the 



tourisîs' fear of the dead snake skin, spbol  of a civilkation constmcted in a discourse 

which denies the life (and the dynamic si-miifying abilities) of the body. 

M e r  writing in the maintenance j o d ,  Mélanie's life changes. She sees 

"reality" fiom close up, she says (17). Moreover. she meets Angela Parkins whose words 

resonate with Mélanie (28); and this meeting, which represents the awakening of 

Mélanie's sexual desires. shapes the narrative until its conclusion. In a desperate effort 

to redisCover the desec Mélanie drives to Albuquerque to visit her cousin Grazie. 

Driving through the desert during the dacime. Mélanie suddenly rsperiences fear of the 

life-threatening powers of the desert, and she longs for the feverish passion once incited 

in her body by the unspeakable nature of the desen: 

C'était plein jour, pleine lumière, chaud et sueur. Une véritable folie de 
rouler ainsi en plein soleil. Une épuisante solitude que je m'infligeais 
comme pour retrouver ce temps d'avant l'écriture, d'avant la réalité.. . . Je 
roulais et le désen était maintenant vrai. dangereux plein de dagues? de 
tranchants et de wnin.  .. Je voulais mon corps fiéweus, ne rien perdre de 
sa faconde, de son exubérance. Je le voulais tout à la fois centré et hors 
cadre. (30). 

Having translated herself into "realih" by witing Méianie leams to fear the desen and 

the unspeakable (30). She realizes that she has lost the desert and with it that 

indeteminable aspect of her subjectivity: ->'ai perdu Iç désert. J'ai perdu le désert dans 

la nuit d'écriture. II y a toujours une première fois, une première nuit qui brouille les 

passions, qui confond notre sens de l'orientation. Une première fois ou il faut convenir 

in his article "Le Désert mauve de Nicole Brossard ou l'indicible référent" Henri Servin 
esamines the desert motif in the novel. He does not, however, recognize Mélanie's 
changing relationshp with lan-miage which forms part of the apocalyptic dnve of the 
novel. 
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que les mots peuvent réduire la réalité jusqu'en sa plus petite unité: I'evidence' (32) .  

Unable to rediscover the desert. Mélanie dives into -'reality" (36): she decides to 

retum fiom Albuquerque to the life of the motel. She is desperate to produce for henelf a 

body which is not caught in this never-ending eshausting cycle of nanslation benveen 

bodiîj serniosis and the consrructing discourses: Yi me fallait un corps devant 

I'impensable et ce corps je le proauirais. omniprésente à l'aube? les nuits d'orage 

écartant ia foudre. Ce corpso je le filtrerais de l'ignorance, du savoir et de 1 'impensable 

qui l'accablaient" (37). Mélanie stops driving before she reaches her mother-s motel in 

Tucson. She decides that she w i l l  stay at a motel which is owmd by a fnend of her 

mother. Here, she promises herself that she will wi te  al1 moming and she \\il1 

rediscover the desert in her writing: Taurais I'impression d'une ultime compréhension 

de la nuit, du désert et des hasards intimes qui succèdent en nous comme une loi de la 

réalité" (42). 

However. Melanie cannot resist the temptation of '-rea1ih.'- and she enters the bar 

of the RedArrow motel. "Je suis dans la réalité jusqu'au coq" she tells us (44-5). This 

Mélanie is no longer the fifieen year-old who escaped to the desert to relish hrr own 

sublimity. Her mother's fiend comments that Mélanie has changed and must be at Ieast 

nineteen years-old (45). She is no longer an adolescent: and she decides to actively 

pursue her attraction to Angela Parkins, who is circulating among the tables of the bar 

(49). 

Mélanie's assertion of her new discursive position coincides wïth the entrance of 

the "homme long" into the bar of the Red Arrow motel. As Karen Gould tells us, the 



'-homme long" is in fact a characterization of Robert Oppenheimer, the scientist 

responsible for the Manhanan Project (99-100).' Based in Los .Aiamos, New Mexico, 

Oppenheimer and the other scientists of the Manhamm Project developed the nuclear 

bomb usrd by the .4mencans to defeat the Japanese. In a separate narrative strand which 

parallels Mélanie-s descent into "reality," the "homme long" leam of the success of the 

project and the accuracy of his equations which produced the nuclear explosion. Like 

Mélanie, the "homme long" is searching to understand the desert which for hm, is the 

setting for the triurnph of his equatiom. the heictory of scientific mith. As Rob Wilson 

points out, the explosion at Los Alamos exemplifies the culmination of .4merican 

impenalistic tendencies which he believes undcrlie Amencan notions of the sublime: 

Registered as a conversion scenario of self-empowerment, the moment of 
the American sublime will be read not so much as a sign of persona1 
fulfillment ... but as a s i g  of natîonal grandeur and collective 
empowmnent. as when Brigadier General Thomas Farrell at Los Alamos - 
- invoking sublime p e t s  and an unspeakable vision of the Christian 
oodhead - reads the first atomic bomb as a disclosure of America's moral b 

grandeur and scientific capacity to reign as superpower on eardi (76). 

Thus. the '-homme long" shares a different relationship with the desert. Unlike Melanie. 

his interest in the desert - the unspeakable  par^ of humani- - is to subdue it, to tame it 

and to manipulate it for the self-sening needs of American society. Interpolated by this 

discourse, the "homme long" seeks to represent the homfic potentials of humanity wlth 

his equations. When the test bomb explodes. the unspeakable dimensions of the desert 

' There are several indications that the "homme long" is Oppenheimer. Oppenheimer 
was well-hown for his interest in Sansknt verse such as that quoted in the "homme 
long" narrative (1 7; 13: 29). Furthemore, Oppenheimer was a taIl_ skinny man who 
often wore a felt hat much like the "homme long." 



are tamed: the unkno~able becomes knowab le. 

bien the "homme long'- enters the female space of the bar. his murderous 

impulses, reflected in his desire for the explosion are actualized. Simultaneously. 

Mélanie and Angela's words are fetishized. just as words are fetishized in a logocentric 

economy: "elle [Angela] parle de l'attachement que nous avons pour certains mots et que 

ceus-ci sont comme de petites morts lentes dans la réalité concise" (50). The nvo 

wornen dance, and Mélanie observes that "le temps est entré en nous avec minutie 

comme un scalpel. le temps nous oblige à la réalité" (50'). Suddenly. Angela is shot and 

her body falls limp in Mélanie's arms. She is killed with a pistol held in the han& of the 

-- 
"homme long' a pistol delivered to the man by the phallogocentric discourse for which 

he is an agent. She is killed to purge the discoune of a disruptive force, a force 

rxemplified bu her lesbian attraction to Mélanie. Mélanie. as the narrator. is also 

implicated in Angela's death. In the process of wrïting her stoiy she sacrifices the desert 

for "realin-'" a process of translation which results. as the narrative climaxes. with the 

death of Angela. Initiated by Mélanie's words in the maintenance journal, Angela's 

death is an apocalypse of writing. 

Or is it9 

The desert's horizon 

Brossard's novel does not end with Angela Parkins's death; in fact Angela's 

rnurder occurs at the end of the first of three sections. Like the first section, "Un livre à 



traduire,-* an account of Maude Laures's developing reading of Laure Angstelle's 

novella displays a teleological structure. Maude Laures's quest is the inverse of 

Mélanie's: where Mélanie seeks to represent the desert, Maude endeavoun to uncover 

what the desert represents. Unlike Méianie's process of uriting which ends in murder. 

Maude-s process of reading is creative. Just as the chiasmatic eye is both an object for 

and an extension of the perceiting subject. the text is both a product of discourse and a 

producer of discoune; and Maude Laures - with a reading strategy which specifically 

aims to create and establish an infallib te source of meaning in the text. a source 

represented by the authorial fi,we of Laure Angstelle - seeks to translate the discursive 

product of the novella into the unitan; semantic structure required by the discoune which 

inscribes her fûnction as a reader. 

Laure Anstelle. the fictional author of the "innocent'. t e s  ( 55 ) :  rernains a 

shadowy. uncertain fi-mire tbroughout Brossard's novel. No definitive details about her 

life or about her role as the author of '-Le désert mauve-- are reveaied. Maude Laures 

makes inquines about Laure Angstelle, but her efforts prove to be fkuitless: 

... elle pensait a Laure Angstelle. Cela la rassurait de savoir qu'elle était 
libre de tout (imaginer) à son sujet. Certes' elle avait fait quelques 
recherches mais aucune n'avait donné de résultat. Laure Angstelle était 
I'auteure d'un seul livre publié dans une petite ville de l'Arizona. Elle 
pouvait l'imaginer jeune ou âgée, libre et fière, ayant peut-être connu un 
grand amour ou un désastre, ayant été géomètre ou physicienne, vivant 
encore isolée quelque pan entre Globe et Gila. Ou morte. telle était 
1 'autre perspective. (6 1 ) 

Without a body or a voice beyond the text Laure Angstelle is, in both "perspectives." 

dead for Maude Laures. Maude. the reader and re-writer, consequently is able to 
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construct Laure in an): manner which suits her. Without a "real,'* extratestual esistence 

Laure Anystelle cannot be an infalliblc author-ity on the rneaning of this test. Maude 

must rely wholly upon henelf to uncover the significance of Laure's words. Barthes 

predicts this shifi of responsibility to the reader in the conclusion of his essa- "La mon 

de I'auteui': "il y a un lieu où cette multiplicité se rassemble, et ce lieu, ce n'est pas 

I'auteur. comme on l'a dit jusqu'à présent, c'est le lecteur: le lecteur est l'espace meme 

ou s'inscrivent. sans qu'aucune ne se perde. toutes les citations dont est faite une tcriture 

... la naissance du lecteur doit se payer de la mort de l'Auteur" ("La mon" 691. 

Maude's inabiiih to locate the real Laure Angsteile does not limit hrr interest in 

Laure. or her search for a singular meaning in the text. Like Barthes who ponders his 

fascination with the author - -'mais dans le texte, d'une certaine façon jc &sire l'auteur: 

j'ai besoin de sa Figure t qui n'est ni sa reprisentation. ni sa projection). comme il a 

besoin de la mienne" (Le pluiszr 15-6; emphasis his) - Maude feels the need to search 

for Laure in the test. In hrr notes on "Le disert mauve" she examines the possibilities of 

Laure Angstelle, and she files her notes under the section entitled "Personnage"- a 

choice which evokes Barthes' daim that the author is a character ("La mon" 64). 

Maude's need for Laure is propelleci by her search to uncover the meaning of "Le 

désert mauve." In her *-Laure An-telle" tïle Maude imagines Laure at different life 
1 

stages: each invented scene reveals something about the possible relationship behveen 

Laure and her test and consequrntly about the meaning that Maude assigns to Laure's 

words. For instance. in her effort to understand "mauve." an omnipresent motif 

rhrouphout -'Le désert maulve," Maude imagines the author's appreciation of the power 
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of the motif 'an peut croire aussi que Laure Angstelle sait anticiper cet instant où l'âme 

w craquer devant la splendeur du mauve et que toute abstraction du monde 

s'engouffrera dans un mot" (88). Thus "mauve,' in Maude7s vie\, represents a si-&fier 

which is overloaded a i th  a11 of the possible abstractions of the world. a signifier which 

has the potency to disrupt the subjectivity of the reader. It is a signifier into which 

Maude reads the possibilities of the sublime. a sublime actually generated by her reading 

of the novella. Wary of the polysemy inherent in her reading of the motif, Maude 

anempts to link Laure's powerful philosophical thinking to a habit "qui consiste. très tôt 

le matin, à faire se rencontrer en quelques images rapides le cosmos, les ètres et le 

'bouillon gras' de la société" (88). Like man? literary critics. Maude uishes to associate 

(albeit fictiously) Laure's writing to Laure's "real" Iife, and by doing so, limit the 

disruptive potential of an uncontrolled reading. 

Similady. Maude attempts to undemand the si-gnîficance of the small details 

inciuded in the narrative of "Le desen mauve" bu connecting them to events which she 

imagines occurred in Laure Angstelle's life. She pictures Laure contemplating 

"l'obscurité" besides the sagmos of the Arizona desen much as Melanie does (88). 

Like Angela Pariuns, a forty-year-old Laure, Maude imagines- mets two men at a bar in 

the desert (88). Maude, however. never loses sight of the imaginaq status of Laure 

Angstelle, and ultimately she asks herself the questions underlying her fancihl 

investigations into the life of the author of "Le désert mauve'.: 

Tout cela on pouvait l'imaginer mais les questions demeuraient les 
mêmes quand il s'agissait de définir l'espace que le Désert mauve avait 
occupé dans la vie de Laure Angtelle. Était-ce roman autobiographique? 



Avait-elle été à l'origine de sa publication ou quelqu'un de son entomgel 
ayant lu le manuscrit, s'était-il chargé de le faire imprimer, avec ou sans 
son consentement? Était-ce réellement le seul livre qu'elle ait écrit? (89) 

These fwidamental questions undermine any possibility of establishg a certain link 

between Laure An_gstelle's life and her text. Maude is unable to construct an author 

suitable to fulfill the "author function" which Michel Foucault describes in his essay 

' m a t  is an Author?": she cannot locate a "consistent LeveI of value," "theoretical 

coherence." or --sclistic unity" in Laure's writing' nor c m  she establish Laure as a 

"historical fi_mire aat the cross roads of a certain nurnber of events" (Foucault 1 1 1 ). 

Nonetheless, Maude ciings to the idea that something of the author3 subjectivity mut be 

transmitied through "Le désert mauve." She ends her exploration of the imagina? Laure 

hgstelle cenain that Laure is present in her tes :  "Mais tout cela qui pouvait etre 

fantaisie n'invalidait pas la pensée que Laure Angstelle ait sans doute été une femme 

fière. au corps agile. aux yeus pleins de tourment: vulnérable devant la beauté et le 

silence, affaissée quand la misère humaine retombait comme un crachat sur les êtres" 

(90)- 

Maude's resistance to Laure's anon>mity and her conviction that Laure's 

subjectivity has influenced the writing of "Le désert mauve'' affect Maude's relationship 

with the text. She cannot abandon the idea that the author holds the key to the test. She 

therefore stages an iimaginary discussion between herself and Laure Angstelle. The focus 

of this discussion between the author and translator is the climactic moment in the 

nanative of "le désert mauve'': the murder of Angela Parkins. 

Although the specific agent of Angla-s death remains uncertain in "Le desen 
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mauve," her murder is undoubtedly the result of the phallogoceentric discoune which 

invades the female oasis in the desert. Angela. a surveyor \ h o  maps the desen into 

precise' mathematical prids, represents a woman who has given in to patriarchy. She 

understands the world of equations. and she is able to speak the lan-guage of engîneering 

(men), which Mélanie cannot comprehend (28). However. Anjela3 adaptation to 

phallogocentnc society does not corne vithout a price: it results in her death. Killed bu 

a gun a symbol of the phallus. at the moment of her death Angela is devoured by the 

consrnrctrng disco zirses of the Symbolic Order. 

The teieological force of the "homme long" narrative is funher h t r a t e d  by the 

imagina- conversation behveen Laure hgstelle and Maude Laures. The "scénario 

apocalyptique" (Paterson 122) becomes the site of sernantic negotiation during the 

imagïnan; conversation benveen the author and the translater. Impersonatin_o Angela 

Parkins, Maude questions the purpose and the significance behind the horrïfic murder. In 

Angela's voice. she asks Laure: "Pourquoi m'as-tu mise à mort?' ( 1-1 1 ). Laure explains: 

"Je vais tenter de te dire pourquoi tu es morte aussi soudainement, absurdement. Tu es 

morte parce que tu as oublié de regarder autour de toi. Tu t'es trop vite afianchie et. 

parce que tu t'es crue libre. tu n'as plus voulu regarder autour de toi. Tu as oublié la 

r i t e  ( 1 4 1 )  Angela has forgotten that "reality" excludes the "desert," and fieedom. 

as Mélanie shows us, can be found only in an appreciation of  the desert. Angela fights 

' Several critics rnistakenly believe Angela to be a mathematician (Gould 100; McGahan 
1 10). However, she is always labelled a "géomètre" (28) in the novel. and at one point 
Mélanie wonden what Angela sees in her theodolite (40), an instrument which is used 
only to survey landscape. 
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against the brutality of her death, asking Laure why she hadn't allowed the bullet to 

ricochet or to merely injure her ( 142); the stubbom Laure retorts. "Je ne t'ai point tuSe. 

Cet homme t'a tuée'. (1 42). When the imaggnary Angela points out that Laure created the 

"homme long" and was therefore still responsible for her death. Laure retorts. '-Cet 

homme existe. On pourrait le comparer à un fil de fer invisible qui tranche entre la 

réalité et la fiction" (142). Maude's fictitious .4npla is relentless. however. and she 

does not accept this explanation: "La réalité est ce que nous inventons" (142). Laure. 

shaken bu .4ngela's accusations- replies: "Ne sois pas cruelle envers moi. Toi qui 

connais la solitude, les exmes et les tourments. Toi et moi n'avons jamais pensé à nous 

protéger. En cela nous avons fait longue route mais la réalité nous rattrape tôt ou tard" 

(142). Laure's self-defence is not satisfactory to Maude, and abandoning her 

impersonation of Angela Parkins. Maude refinds her OWI voice and speaks directly to 

Laure Angstelle. She confronts Laure directly with her dissatisfaction with the novel: 

-- Je peux vous reprocher ce qui existe dans votre livre. 
- De quel droit'? 
-- De vous lire me donne tous les droits. ( 142) 

Her disagreement with the author and her novel ovenvhelrns Maude at this point, and she 

finaIl> abandons her search for author-ity in -'Le désen mauve." Maude claims her 

power as the reader and in doing so she asserts her nght as a reader to inscribe the text 

uith personal meaning. 

This imagïnan- scene behveen Laure Angstelle and Ansela (via Maude) 

undermines the certain- of the apocalyptic ending of "Le désert mauve.'' In the biblical 

apocalypse recounted in the Book of Revelation, it is the authority and authenticity of the 



origin of the text itself which is reveaied. However, in contras& in Maude's invented 

conversation with the author she deconsmcts Laure's author-ity over the texx Laure's 

very motivations and intentions are put into doubt by a character (either Maude or 

Angela) who is able to challenge her authorial perspective. Furthermore. bu challensjng 

the inevitability (the telos) of Angela's death., Maude limits the totalizing nature of the 

masculine discourse: the singulanv of meaning in the ending of "Le désert mauve" is 

threatened: it is fractured into an infinite number of possibilities and readings. The 

dulling effect which Mélanie's narrative has on the thunderom apocah~se is thus 

continued by Maude's search for meaning in Laure3 novella. The "scénario 

 apocalyptique^‘ of Angela's death is tamed as ir is surrounded bu a spiral of infinite 

translation beîween bodi(v sern~oszs and comrmcting discourses which renews itself with 

Maude ' s reading. 

The construction of an author. Michel Foucault esplains, is a strates used to 

lirnit and contain the threat of infinite polyserny: 

The question becomes ... : How can one reduce the F a t  penl. the geat 
danger with which fiction threatens our world? The answer is: one can 
reduce it with the author. The author allows a limitation of the cancerous 
and dangerous proliferation of significations widiin a world where one is 
thri* not oniy with one's resources and riches, but also with one's 
discounes and their significations. The author is the pnnciple of thnfi in 
the proliferation of meaning .... [The author] is the principle by which, in 
our culture, one limits, excludes, and chooses: in shoc  by which one 
impedes the free circulation, the fiee manipulation, the fiee composition, 
decomposition and recomposition of fiction.. . . The author is therefore the 
ideological figure by which one marks the manner in which we fear the 
proliferation of meaning. ("What is'- 1 18-9) 

By abandoning her search for a unique author-ity and singular meaning in "Le désert 



mauve,'? Maude stumbles into a moment of sublimity which intempts her concentration 

and her words as she translates hgstelle's tex?: 

Maude Laures s'adaptait à toutes [es intrigues pouvant état d'alerte, 
disposer de sa ferveur ......................-.....-.a-~..---......... et de su 
frordeza ... . La Froideur de Maude Laures était un incommensurable désert 
blanc sillonné d'éclairs mauves. 11 fallait beaucoup de rapidite dans le 
processus pour que la froideur ne soit point sécheresse, pour que Maude 
Laures arbnte cet immense espace à découvert, recouvre chaque mot d'un 
autre mot sans que le premier ne sombre dans l'oubli. (65; emphasis hers ) 

This moment of blockage- afier which Maude recognizes the place of her --coldness-- in 

her translation of Laure's novella represents a shifi in her position as  reader and re-witer 

of the test - the spiral between hodr!~ sernrosis and the constnrcring discourses begins 

another rotation. 

The spiral is an important motif used by Nicole Brossard in her witing. 

According to Brossard spiral movement inscribed in a text "sen à conquérir 

oraduellement l'espace [pour] ... des contenus féminins" (Laire 72). Not confined to a - 
twodimensional plane like a cirde, the spiral implies movernent within a pattern of 

constant retum. In the case of Le désert mutme. the spiral revolves around the --centre 

blanc" of the "homme long." It begins with Mélanie's narrative \nhich implies MéIanie7s 

discovery of womanhood (MSlanie ic night teen [50])_ and w-riting ("Tout l'avant-midi. 

j'écnrais" 1421); it is apocalyptic and ends in a traditional conclusion: death. This 

apocalyptic style is transferred from the narrative to the process of reading. Maude's 

wuccessful search for the author of "Le désert mauve" leads her to accept the infinite 

possibilities of meaning in Laure's novella, and within these possible meaning Maude 

fin& the space to inscribe her own landscape (a symbol for her ovm bodily semioszs) in 



her translation. This insight cornes to Maude during her imaginary conversation with 

Laure Angstelle. Laure tel 1s her. '-Mais traductrice. vous n'avez aucun [droit]. Vous 

avez choisi la tâche dificile de lire 1 rebours dans votre langue ce qui dans la mienne 

coule de source" ( IQ). The conversation continues: 

- Mais lorsque je vous lis, je vous lis dans votre langue. 
- Comment pouvez-vous me comprendre si vous me lisez dans une 
langue et transposez simultanément dans une autre ce qui ne peut 
adéquatement aouver place en elle? Comment croire un instant que les 
paysages qui sont en vous n'effaceront pas les miens? 
- Parce que les paysages vrais assouplissent en nous la langue. débordent 
le cadre de nos pensées. Se déposent en nous. (142-3) 

Evlaude who had previously been intimidated by rhe --peur panique de se substituer a 

I'auteure de ce livre" (57) while dreaming of "son [ivre?' (6 1; emphasis hers), is suddenly 

fiee to allow herself to enter the tex?. Maude becomes one wvith the test: '-le temps était 

venu du corps à corps avec le livre .... Au bas du ventre, là o ù  la langue veut, une peur 

fine et lente commençait a soudre. à distribuer les tâches" ( 177). 

By celebrating the infinite meaning possible in a text and by finallg understanding 

reading as a process of self-discovev. Maude Laures discovers a new strate= of reading, 

a strate8 described by theorin Barbara Godard. Godard writes: 

In becorning itself. my text will weave such threads into a neu web, 
refocusing them in another conte.% giving hem new meaning, which is to 
say rewriting hem, in the continual teasing of rnemory and desire that is 
the texere. For reading is not just a deciphering of codes, it is a gesture of 
self-inscription. Filling in the gaps, the reader (re)produces a life line. 
Self-actualization en procès. ("Becoming' 1 1 2) 

As the reader discoven hisher own sublimity in the te* the translater reinscribes this 

subiimih in hisiher text. The sublimity moves the translated tekT away from the source 



te* creating a unique and equaily valuable piece of wwiting. This view of translation is 

a natural extension of the theop of reading which Godard and Brossard propose. Afier 

alI, as  Suzanne de Lotbinere-Harwood tells us, &traduire, c'est d'abord lire'' ( 1  8). 

The translator. according to Barbara Godard has hpically been oppressed by the 

dominance of the author. She w ~ t e s :  --the transistor is understood to be a servant, an 

invisible hand mechanically tuming the words of one language into another. The 

translation is considered to be a copy and not a creative utterance" ("Theorizing" 9 1 ). 

Agreeing uith Godard's assessrnent of the position of the translator. Suzanne de 

Lotbinère-Hwood adds: "le discours male a habituellement assimilé le rapport 

auteur-traducteur a celui de maitre-esclave."" Cixous argues that the master-slave 

dialectic is an extension of the archetypical binaq opposition: maniwoman. Therefore, 

as the translator has suffered a similar oppression to that of women. these feminists have 

a sympathetic interest in reclaiming the rights of the translator. Barbara Godard 

descnbes her vision of the new emancipated translator: 

The feminist îranslator, afKrming her critical difference, her delight in 
interminable re-reading and rewriting, flaunts the s i p  of her 
manipulation of the text Womanhndling the text in îranslation would 
involve the replacement of the rnodest. self-effacing translator. Taking 
her place would be an active participant in the creation of meaning who 
advances a conditional analpis. Hers is a continuing provisionality, 

Godard and de Lotbinière-Hanvood's Mews on translation are very reductive. Whle it 
is mie that translators have smiggled under the shadows of the author during our century, 
other soçieties had more respect for the work of a translator. For instance, during the 
time of Friedrich, the Romans tmnsiated material fiom other cultures without regard for 
the stylistic and linguistic form of the original work. The goal of translation, for these 
Romans. \vas to enrich their own language and culture with the ideas found in foreign 
texts (Schulte and Biguenet 2). Certainly, in this system the translator was not a slave to 
the master of the original text. 



aware of process, giving self-reflexive attention to practices. The feminist 
translator immodestly flaunts her signature in italics, in footnotes - even 
in a preface. ("Theo~ng? '  94; emphasis hers) 

Nicole Brossard's fictional translator Maude Laures reflecrs these very qualities which 

Godard assigns to the ferninist translator. 

Translating the apocalyptic desert 

Maude's "Mauve. l'horizon" is written in French the same Ianguage in which 

Laure AngsteIle's novella is presented. By presenting a "translation" in which the 

original and target langguage are the same, Brossard emphasizes the potential disruptive 

power of the moment of blockage which is the integral moment of the sublime 

experience, and the plurality of discursive possibilities within the $vmbolzc Order. 

Maude's translation celebrates the infinite nature of meaning while observing the nght of 

each individual to fix their own meaning in a t e x t  Thus widi her assertion of her rights 

as a reader and her new cornprehension of the value of the "paysages vrais" ( 143)' 

Maude achowledges her nght to mold Laure's desert landscape to suit her o w  reality. 

No longer scared of confusing the desert and the horizon ( 5 8 ) ,  Maude's horizon pervades 

her transIation: the mauve desert becomes the mauve horizon. 

In this transition Mdanie's desert is not recuperated. However, the subjective 

sublimity which had been inspired by the Arizona desert is rediscovered in the potentials 

of the horizon. a forever-receding feature in the landscape. Laure's Mélanie recounts. "je 

filais la lumière dans ses mauves et petites lignes qui comme des veines dessinaient un 
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grand arbre de vie dans mon regard ( 1 1 ). In contrast, Maude's Mélanie acknowledges, 

for the first tirne. the presence of the horizon: 'Se suivais les petits fia-gments de vie qui 

s'alignaient dans mon regard horizon mauve" ( 18 1 ). Whereas Laure's Mélanie sees only 

--l'espace" before her i 19)' Maude's Mélanie focuses on the horizon: Tava is  15 ans. 

tout le temps et l'horizon devant moi'- (1 89); and ultimately it is the mauve horizon 

which attracts Mélanie's p z e  afier Ansela Parkins's death: -'Puis ce fut le profil 

menaçant de toute chose. Puis l'aube, le désert et mauve, l'horizon" (330). The mauve 

horizon, the landscape of Maude's life. thus becomes a central focus of the translation: 

Mélanie finds the horizon and with this discovery the possibility of a hopeh1 and mauve- 

coloured future where the sublime contained nithin subjectivity is not forgotten. As a 

translater Maude is not afkaid to allow her subjectivity to mark and to colou. her 

translation: she unabashedly "flaunts her signature in italics" (Godard; "Theorizing" 94'1 

both figurativeiy throughout the tex? and Iiterally on the cover of her translation. 

Thus the power of the "scénario apocalyptique." as Paterson descnbes -4ngela 

Parkins's death (121), does not ovenvheim the extralinpistic semiosis inspired by 

Melanie's experience with her own sublirnity. The apocalypseo in Brossard's novel, is 

not a final judgement or revelation of ultimate authority. I t  is a moment which cm be re- 

interpreted, re-configured and re-witten. While Mélanie's narrative may be an 

apocalypse of witing, this apocalypse contains the potential for its own subversion. It is 

never absolutely or categorically complete because writing, although a process of murder 

in itself, cm be subverted through reading; and reading. an act which mimics the 

translation cycle between the consrrucring discourses and bodib semios~s, has the 
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potential to incorporate new semiotic matenal into the text. The alpha never unites with 

the orne- in Brossard's novel: this unification is forever deferred as the spiral of 

translation behveen writing, readine and re-wn'ting is perpetuated indefinitely. 



Con clusio 

Following my discussion of Nicole Brossard's subversion of the apocalypse. 1 

cannot conclude this thesis in a totalizing manner. However, I do have some finai 

remarks about the relationship between the subject and the ex~alinguistic with which 1 

would Iike to end this study 

Despite my best effons IO the contrary? I am certain thar this thesis is riddled nith 

as many contradictions and inconsistencies as the worlrs of the theorists which 1 have 

discusxd. (1 will leave the readen to discover these discrepancies for themselves). As 

many postmodem writers have pointed out, we are forever bound to replicate that which 

we atternpt to criticize. In other \\lords_ ~ v e  can never escape the boundaries of the 

Svmbok Oder  which delimits and defines us. There is no permanent subversion of the 

realm of discourse as Cisous and I n g q  had hoped. Kevertheless' 1 do not think that 

this inquis bas k e n  in vain. Perhaps it is impossible to subvert the constnicting 

discounes frorn without. but it ma! be possible to quietly disrupt them from within as 

Judith Butler suggests. By defining the boundaries and understanding the limitations of 

our thinking. it ma' be possible to readjust the constraints which confine us. With this 

statement, I do not mean to suggest that we will unleash a golden age of hurnanity free of 

hardship and human atrocities. There is no utopia waiting at the end of this process. 

Innead, by chasing our own limitations (the never-ending quest for the mythical dragon), 

we might discover the wondemil possibilities of the journe- as Mélanie does in Le 

Désert mauve. We might discover as Jack Kerouac succinctly pu& it: "the road is iife.'. 
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Several times during my readinç excursion through the theories of the sublime 1 

have read that it is impossible to wite on the sublime wvithout invoking the sublime. I 

hope that despite rny inclination for lucid prose, my thesis does not violate this trend and 

\\il1 inspire a quiet moment of sublimity for the reader. Our own sublimity. whether it is 

revealed to us during a prophetic moment, on a drive in the desert, or while reading a 

novel. has the potential to take us to new --places" (positions) and unveil a new --horizon-' 

beyond what we had assumed to be "reality." 
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